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Serving a Growing University Since 1920
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Cultural, Intellectual Atmosphere
Of BGSlL.An In-Depth Study

2 Nebulous Quantities
Culture, intellectualism - - both words represent quite
infinite quantities. Yet students, faculty members, and
administrators at Bowling Green State University constantly talk of their presence or the lack of them.
Dictionaries define culture as the end result of the
refinement of thought, emotion, taste, etc, of a given
people in a given period. Intellectualism is defined
as the theory that knowledge results only from pure
reason. The News has not attempted to reach any
conclusion on the over all cultural-intellectual atmosphere of the University. Instead, we have tried to
make this 12-page in depth study as objective as possible in order that the reader can draw his own conclusions.
The B-G News Editorial Board
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'BG Must Develop Vital Ideas'- Jerome

BV
PMII AIDIMI A
BYPHILAIRULLA
Editor
fulfill.
"Secondly, students, fac"Culture Is simply the vital
ulty, and administrators must
ideas by which the people of
'grow' •
They
all must
an era are living. It must lie
different for each generation develop new Ideas and goals."
A "Great University" Is
of people, because culture Is
not transmitted from one genhis goal for BGSU. Greatness In a university accorderation to the other."
To University President
ing to Dr. Jerome, Is determined by what graduates are
William T. Jerome, this is his
doing after leavlngthe Univerconception of culture. Relating
his Ideas of culture to tills' sity and by the demands upon
University he said, "II Is the
(he faculty.
Are they t>e!ng asked toglve
responsibility of this University to help students to develop . lectures, speeches, prepare
papers, etc. from non-univertheir own culture."
sity people? Are they mem
"HOSU must help develop
the vital Ideas In students,"
ben ni professional societies
he said.
and groups within their Held
of specialization.
Inlellectuallsm
to Dr.
Jerome Is of three kinds.
Dr. Jerome said that we
''Basically it Involves brainhave a tremendous cultural
power." The first kind, he
milieu
here at Bowling
said, Is that which people are
Green.
"Our School of Music Is exwilling
to
accept for
knowledge's sake. This is (he
cellent. It can be compared
standanl view.
with the bast in the nation."
A second kind Is knowledge Culture Is of an Individual
thai has relevance to man's
nature, and hence must be
own culture, and third kind is lound by the Individual. "As
wisdom. Dr. Jerome said not
president ol this University,
all persons who have knowled- 1 can only act as a catalyst
ge necessarily have wisdom.
In helping students lo find
Wisdom, lo htm, is slmplvthe themselves."
ability In develop one's own
Dr. Jerome said Hie new
workable philosophy ol live,
library will make "all the
and then live by it.
difference In the world" Inthe
President Jerome outlined cultural atmosphere of this
two functions which he feels
University.
this University must serve:
"The library will become a
"BGSU must not turn out central symbol of learning
Just students, but fine gradfrom all students. The builduates In terms of positions
ing has been designed to make
they hold and Jobs they
learning
a delightful pro-

"

cess," he said. "II students
can't study In this library,
they never will be able to anywhere else."
Because of the open stacks
In the new library and the
ready availability of reference
materials, the faculty will no
doubt change many of their
leaching methods, he said.
More emphasis willundoubtahly be placed on the library as
a tool In learning which has
never been done before at this
University.
Dr. Jerome emphasized that
culture definitely Is present
al this University, but that It
ran be gotten only In an individual manner. It is not spoon
fed.
Dr. Jerome stressed the
need for a performing arts
center on (he campus and the
extension of the present
honors system. He spoke of
the need for more Independent study by students in areas
of vital Interest lo them.
He said (he residence halls
have much to do with the cultural atmosphere of a university. Up to now we have had
crowded dormitories and an
Inadequate library, but very
Shortly the situation will reverse Itsell and students will
have a
more desirable
learning atmosphere, he continued.
The
faculty, said Dr.
Jerome, can only help students to discover culture for
themselves.

He outlined the learning
process that people must go
through if they are to reach
the "top":
First, one must learn the
facts In a given area of study.
Second, one must recognize
that even though he may have
all the facts, he still must sell
the product. And to do this he
must understand people. The
third step Involves developing
a theory that will work.
Dr. Jerome said he roped
that by thetlmeBG.SU students
become Juniors and seniors
they will be able to challenge
the best minds In a given
area, "If they haven't done this
by tin time of graduation, then
they won't be at the top rank
in this world.''
Concerning
Independent
study by students, Dr. Jerome
said the importance ol reading must not be overlooked.
"Not Just textbooks, but related material, particularly
periodicals, newspapers, plus
the classics. This Is why I
have put such a premium on the
new library,"
He continued:
"I am a great believer In
people establishing their own
Individual mark on things, and
nothing would give me great
satisfaction than seeing Bowling Green be BowllngGreen-a fine Institution ill Its own
right.
"It is easy to generalize
about a good university and
good teachers. I think you can
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DR. WILLIAM T. JEROME!
have a very dull lecturer, a
very dull scholar, for the runof-the-mill, but he may be the
one man whoreachesacertaln
temperment.
"To a certain student who Is
trying to get Ireland the words
of this man, he may find It a
most exciting experience.
"Students are too passive In
their education. They really
must learn their responsibilities, partlculaily In a large
school such as ourswbereyou
have relatively large classes.
"Students want to be enter-

tained too much. They are not
aware of the fact that they
are making some ol the professors a little bit dull in the
students' eyes because they
are taking some of the enthusiasm away from teaching.
"Education is educatlonof
individuals, and we certainly
are getting more ami more
competent students who are
going on to graduate school,
and getting more faculty members who aredolng more writing and research, which is an
element In creativity."

At Buckeye Universities

Cultural Events Receive
Little Student Attention
BY TOM WALTON
News Managing Editor

In quest ol a greater appreciation of "musical compositions," these University students check over the
selections ol "Golden Gassers" offered.by the Rathskeller jukebox.

Culture! *>r maybe the lack
of ii, is nul a problem unique
i. this campus.
\ survey of student newspaper adltori In every section of tin state- has revealed
thai U illiaiiiWa."field, or Malcolm Muggerldge, or the Philadelphia Symphony Orchestra,
or a 'pops*' art exhibit, would
receive .t somewhat, but not
much better reception than
they got here.
Ohm University is a good
example. "This problem of
getting people interested in
cultural events is certainly a
matter of concern here at
O.U.," said James Sykes, editor of the O.U. Post,
''That's probably because
the state university cannot

Beleaguered Artist Series Split;
New Celebrity Series Slated
A lack of atudent attendance, financial problems and
faculty concern about the quality of some of the programs,
have given rise to the splitting of the Artist Series Into
two completely separate and
distinct aeries next year, the
Celebrity Series and the Faculty Artist Series.
The Celebrity Series, which
was originally the Artist Series, Is under the sponsorship
of the student-run Celebrity
Series Committee, wmen is
part of the Union Activities
Organization. The aerlea next
year will sponsor such persons as Henry Manclnl and
orchestra; Dave Brubeck and

his jazz quarter; Peter Nero,
pianist; Theodore Hlkcl, folk
singer; and Ferrante and
Tele her.
The Faculty Artist Series,
under
the sponsorship of
the Committee on Cultural
Events, was set up by the
President's Advisory Council
In conjunction with theExecutive Committee of the Faculty
Senate and the Student Relations Committee of the Senste.
The Facutly Series will
sponsor
the
Netherlands
Chamber
Orchestra;
the
Chamber Dance Quarter, solo
and ensemble dancing of a
wide variety; Claudlo Arrau,

a Chilean pianist; and the
Jullard String Quarter, the
only quartet engaged to play
the Stradivari Instruments of
the Whittell Foundation of the
Library of Congress.
The members of the committee are Dr. Frank Baldanza, professor of English
and chairman of the committee; Jamea Lessig, coordinator of space assignments; Richard Lenhardt,
program director of the Union;
Dr. Hugh Broadley, assistant
professor of art; and Dr. Paul
Leedy, provost and advisor for
the committee.
The faculty artist series
(Continued on page 8)

be. so selective when admitLng student! as the private
institutions can." he added.
Ohio University lias what
Sykes considers 0D6 of the
beat artist series programs
anywhere. Two recent events
were an opera in I ugllsh and
a performance by theCleve*
l.in.i Orchestra.
"Both were well attended,"
he Mid. "but It could have
been better," Tiic University
subsidizes tin- Artist Scries
•tO.U. as well as other events
like the performances not long
ago ol 'Camelot" and "Who's
Afraid of Virginia Woolf?" by
touring stage companies.
BlM the more "popular"
groups arc sponsored by fraternities and sororities. The
Dave Brubeck Quartet Is due
soon, and the Four Preps
have appeared on the Athens
campus forthelastfouryears.
Ami, of course, they're always
sold out.
A liberal speaker's policy
at O.U. means that students
there have access to many
different types of philosophies, even If some of the
doctrines do not agree with
their own. Instituted by President Vernon A lden. the policy
simply requires the approval
of the sponsoring group's advisor before a visiting speaker
can come to campus.
At Miami University, Steve
Woho, issue manager of the
Miami Student, said "attendance was disappointed" at a
recent panel discussion by
"liberal, conservative, Muslim, and Communist speakers."
However, performances by
Ferrante and Telcher, the
Roger Wagner Chorale, and
the Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra, were sell-outs. The
Creeks on campus sponsored
an appearance of NancyWilson

during Greek Week last year,
and she. too, was a big hit.
Woho did add, however, that
a student art contest leal
il
stirred a good deal of Interest.
John MacDonald, managing
editor of the Ohio State University Lantern, said that because of the tremendous si/e
of the student body at OSU.
it is difficult to assess its
cultural level.

year alone,
Judie Uraig, editor of the
Daily Kent Stater, said that
although there was a packei'
house at the recent KentMiami basketball game, a
crowd of about MX) still showed up at a performance tin
same night of Addelc Adamson.
A representative of the Kilikilik at Heidelberg College,
business
manager Lowell
Soucle, said that attendance
at college cultural events is
good, but added that Heidelberg students like their counterparts at state universities
would "rather go to a basketball game than an art exhibit."

"Our
University - subsidized Lecture Series and
Artist Series arc probably
less attended than the more
popular events," hcsaid,"but
the Lecture Series is on a
Friday night and that has
something to do with it."
The Ohio Staters, a student
service organization, sponsors the appearances
of
"name" groups, and sell-out
audiences have seen Peter,
r.iul, and Mary, and Roger
Williams, this academic year.
Kent State University seems
to have the greatest success
of the state-supported universities in Ohio with an Artist and Lecture Series.

Heidelberg has a literature
and fine arts course that is
required of all students, he
said. "The college also has
an excellent reputation for Its
Conservatory of Music, and
these factors, along with the
selectivity of admission, may
combine to raise the cultural
level of the students somewhat," he added.

In the 11 years that Prof.
John Welser of KSU has headed the Series committee,support for the program has seldom approached its present
level.
"It's been especially good
in the last five years," Prof.
Welser said. "About 75 per
cent of our audiences are
students."

Guest appearances in the
arts are paid for through student tuition. The front page
of a recent issue of the Killkllik gave prominent display
to stories about a student
piano recital, a demonstration of pantominc techniques,
and an anonymous gift of a
half million dollars to the
college library.

Prof. Weiser said that the
amount of money he receives
now to attract Series performers Is four times the sum
he received when he was first
chairman, and the number of
scheduled performances inthe
Artist and Lecture Series at
Kent has doubled In the last

So if BGSU students find
it easier to give up a David
Schoenbrun lecture than tlie
TV game or less •* a chore
to forego an Obernkirchen
Choir performance than a
game of pool, it may not be
the healthiest of situations,
but it is normal.
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THE 'IT SHOP
Takes On A New Look For Spring!
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STYLE SHOWS!
Sororities & Dorms
Find Out What's
New For Spring
Set Up Your Date
For Our

FREE STYLE SHOWS
UNIVERSITY SHOP
DACRON - COTTON BLOUSES

Narrated By

DRESSES & JUMPERS

MISS COLBY WELLS

by VILLAGER & LADY BUG
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$395 to $595
•

Ohio U.
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Ohio Start 0.
Columbus. O.
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University of Kentucky
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Agreed: Cultural Opportunities Here
BY DONNA MARCIS
N«wt Staff Writer
The idea that the University does offer a variety of
cultural activities to the students, regardless of whether
or not they take advantage of
them, was agreed upon by
three University professors.
The professors are Dr.
Bernard Linden, assistant
professor of music; Dr. Allen
N.
Keplce,
instructor In
speech; and Kobertl-.. Stinson,
associate professor of Art.
These three men presented
short speeches to the Faculty
Senate recently on the cultural opportunities at theUnlverslty. They each proposed
changes in their departments,
giving suggestion for Improvement in the cultural offerings in these areas.
Dr. Linden outlined his
views on the present cultural
presentations that are offend
to students by the music department.
These
include
faculty recitals, student recitals, a comlnatlon of botlu
and vlMtiiic groups or soloists.
He added that having a
faculty string quartet in residence Is an added attraction.
"Also In the School of Music, we have our own pianist,
Jerome H. Hose, and our own
composer. Dr. Donald J.
F.rb," he said.
In his proposals for the future. Dr. Linden pointed out
a need for a concert hall which
would be adequate for a travelling orchestra.
"The Recital Hall and the
Main Auditorium both are too
small, and the Grand Ballroom is very Inadequate when
it is used as a concert hall."
he said.
The second point that Dr.
Linden discussed concerned

DR. KEPKE

the general apathy of what he
called the"non-art" students.
"1 don't know exactly what
can be done about this In the
future, but I do know that it
is a problem right now. The
crowds generally ore good at
tbMB concerts, IHII there arcvery few non- music students
in the audiences," he said.
Dr. Linden said that the reason for this might possibly IK
that the otter students do not
know about these concerts.He
added that If there were more
publicity given to them, mure
students might attend.
In this same area, lie added
that there is no set place that
students may look to see if
there is a concert scheduled.
"For example, few students
here know that Sunday Is
concert night. They should
know this, for It has been
for a long time," Dr. Linden
said.
Another suggestion that Dr.
Linden gave In this area concerned the combining of Interests or an Integration with
other subjects in order to get
more Interest. As an example
of this, he cited the new mu-

sic program called "Perspectives In Music."
"On the whole, the level of
performances on the campus
is extremely high. The performances are not merely to
fill requirements listed In the
University catalogue," he
■aid.
As for a reason for some of
the lack of interest among
the students. Dr. Linden said
that the University is not yet
large or sophisticated enough
to attend a concert just for
the worth of the concert. He
added that an Increase in the
number of graduate students
would be an asset In this area.
In the art department, Mr.
Stinson also made some suggestions he thought would help
the cultural advancements in
his area.
He first suggested that the
art department needs a larger
gallery for exhibits. Another
suggestion was that exhibits
be put In dormitories, perhaps In the halls or lounges.
His next point concerned
the external part of the campus. He suggested that sculpture could be put around the
campus, such as In the many
malls that now are empty.
"Also, many of the buildings as they are seem to be
cold and uninteresting. If we
could put some architectural
screens or mosaics or some
other form of art on them, it
might help the appearance,
and also the cultural aspect,"
Mr.Stinson said.
Ills next suggestion was that
someone was needed to direct
the Fine Arts Bldg.
He suggested that this person be called the "Director
of I xhlbits" and take care of
the publicity and displays
needed for the exhibits. Also,
this person would belncharge

MR. STINSON
of bringing in some travelling
exhibits which would be of
increased value to everyone,
including the art students.
Mr. Sllnson's last suggestion was that of the need for
a permanent collection of artists' works. Right now, thedepartment is using reprints
and slides as teaching aids,
but he feels that much is lost
in the reproduction.
"Since Harshman has been
put up. we have an Increased
amount of people looking at
our exhibits. Many of the students take a short cut through
the building, which is fine,
since they do stop to look,"
he said.
As to the question about
the "performance" of the University, Mr, Stinson said that
he felt that the quality of art
that is produced Is very high.
Dr. Kepke pointed out his
ideas about the theater opportunities offered on campus.
"The theater that is offered
at this University is very good.
The plays are of a high quality, and offer the students a
broad spectrum of all kin's of
literature available In the

theater," he said.
Dr. Kepke's suggestions for
the future begin with the establishment of a graduate
company of actors.These students would be working toward
their degrees, and at the same
time would provide good experience for themselves and
the undergraduate actors. Dr.
Kepke pointed out that this also
would result in generally upgraded performances and the
availability of actors for the
more difficult roles.
''Along this same line, many
younger actors then would^ot
be forced Into roles that they
are too young and inexperienced to play," he said.
The second proposal that
Dr. Kepke made was that the
grant-In-aid program be expanded for undergraduates in
speech.
His final proposal was that
the 'artist- In- residence"
program be expanded. Presently, it is set up so that a
gue6t actor visits the University every two years. Dr.
Kepke would like to see this
program expanded, and also
have It possibly include guest
directors, playwrights,
or
scene designers.
"The attendence at the plays
is not as good as it may
appear to be. Last year, we
had an average of about 1,400
students at each of the major
plays. That Is only about 15
per cent of the student body."
he said.
Dr. Kepke added that this
attendence is good, but not
good enough. He said that the
ideal situation would be for
the plays to generate as much
discussion in the classrooms
and the dormitories as do football and basketball games.
Concerning student apathy,
Dr. Kepke mentioned that

OR. LINDEN
many
students think that
theater and the other arts
are only for the "highbrow"
students, and many just are
not interested in the plays.
"However,
the cost is
ridiculously low, and it lakes
little or no training to appreciate a play.
As to the problem of the
non-University audience, all
three professors agreed that
It is not the best It could be.
Dr. Kepke said that the city
of Bowling Green does not
compare favorable with other
cities that he has been associated with concerning attendence at theater productions.
However, all the professors
did agree that the University
as a whole is offering excellent opportunities to the
towns people and the University public concerning cultural
events.
Perhaps Dr. Linden summed up the attitude when he
said: "We have a cultural
committment to the people of
this University. It may not
fit in with what they wish to
gain from their education
here, but we shall keep these
cultural arts alive for them."

PATRONIZE YOUR OFF-CAMPUS BOOK STORES

STUDENT BOOK EXCHANGE
530E.WOOSTERST.
\\

INTRODUCES" THE NEW

BEE-GEE BOOK STORE
1424E.WOOSTERST.
(Across From Harshman)

NEW & USED TEXTBOOKS
o SCHOOL SUPPLIES
o ART & ENGINEERING SUPPLIES
o SWEATSHIRTS and JEWELRY

CASH FOR YOUR BOOKS - EVERY DAY
"FOR ALL THE STUDENTS, ALL THE TIME"

BG Poetry Class
Like-A 'Real In'
There is a story about an
Antloch College poetry professor whose contract required him to hold classes
In his home and to serve beer
to his students.
Poetry classes at the University have not yet reached
that level, but at least an
attempt has been made to
bring such classes out of the
lecture room and into the
more Informal home atmosphere.
The man responsible for
this attempt is a sandy-haired
poet and associate professor
of Fnglish at the University
who plays Bluegrass guitar,
wears a mustache, has a sharp
sense of humor, and holds
three degrees from Ohio State
University.
He Is a man who believes
that, for the most part, there
has been a "tremendous rise
in poetry in the last decade"
due mainly to "paperbacks,
state poetry circuits, and the
employment of poets as teachers in universities,''
With the permission of the
English department this person. Dr. Frederick Fckman.
reorganized, for this semester only, writer's workshop
307
into
a contemporary
poetry workshop.
At present, the 10 upperclass men and women enrolled in the course meet Wednesday nights in the downstairs study of Dr.!• ckman's
Howling Green home.
Their assignment? It may
be anything from writing blank
verse or vlllanelle or haiku
to writing only for the sake
of subject matter.
Two texts. New American
Poetry. 191?- IOPO, and New
PoeU in \nunc.in And I ii; ■
land, arc used for reference.
At the beginning of each
meeting, Dr. Fckman passes
out dittoed copies of all poems
written by the students, and
for three hours they read,
analyze, and criticize each
other's work. The stress is
always on quality.
The atmosphere is casual.
And
highly individualistic.
Coffee is served (usually two
or three pots are prepared
in advance by Mis. Eckman).
Except for one art major,
all students in the poetry
workshop are Engllshmajors.
Prerequisites to the course
were by invitation from Dr.
Eckman and by a collection
of poems written by each student.
"Dr.
Lckman's
poetry
classes," as they are commonly referred to, have existed for several years, and
last year they dominated the
"Left Bank" of the Nest, or
a downtown restaurant.
When the group organized
this fall as a 307 course, the
first meetings were scheduled
on campus. Because of difficulty In locating and maintaining a seminar room, however, the workshop moved to
Dr. !■ ckman's home.
Nine of the students enrolled are taking the workshop
course for credit. The tenth
member, an August graduate
of the University is now teaching Junior nigh school in
the greater Toledo area.

FREDERICK W. ECKMAN

Although the poetry workshop will not be offered second semester. Dr. Fckman
said that it probably will continue on a non-credit basis,
meeting twice monthly.
Dr. Fckman, who came to
Howling Green in 191-1. has
bed four volumes of
poetry, H< hopes io put out
another one soon because
"You sort of want to get
them (the poems) out of the
house
to make room for
more,"

*
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MOON IS
TO PUICHRUM
Must this end it?
the conception
be the answer?
Does thin
phenomen or that
define
describe the
sweet perimeter
of your
flesh.
Why not
enough
to pronounce you
J UST beautiful.
Simply say:
Your eyes & hair
have everything
|to do with it
that explanation
disclose the moon's
unknown particulars.
Then shall I &
why nol
compare you
to the moon,
to something else
of less delicate
of no similar
immensity.
- -Jo. SheHUr

Inkstone' Provides Outlet
For 'Creative Expression'
Inkstone is one publication
where University students can
find an outlet for "creative
expression,"
particularly
when there is a "need in this
century for the encouragement of creativity," said
Richard Arthur, 19O3 editor
of
that
publication an.'.
graduate assistant in Fnglish.
Mr. Arthur said "The purpose of the magazine is to
print prose, poetry and art
that are created byUniversity
student*."
Dr. Thomas L. Klnney, professor of Fnglish and advisor
to "Inkstone," said that it
will be published for the third
consecutive year in May.
He remarked, "There is no
humor magazine on campus,
nor are there any humorous
programs created by students.
I wish we had more humor
and more parody," he continued. 'The
lack of a
humorous publication may reflect that humor and parody
are missing somewhat on this
campus."
Many students are aware
of two other magazines previously published at this University.
' Islero"
and
"Opinion." In referring to
both. Mr. Arthur said, "If
someone has something to say,
they should feel free to say
it through a magazine." He
continued, "The more there
is that gets said In print, tin
better.Students can tell where
quality is concerned. Perhaps
this is why "Opinion" was
not accepted,"
"Unfortunately," said Mr.
Arthur, "the term 'literary

magazine' sometimes has a
negative
connotation with
some students, largely due to
their lack of contact with this
kind of publication," He did
say. however, that student and
faculty
acceptance
of
"Inkstone" has been quite
positive.
"Generally speaking," he
said, * students here tend to
pattern themselves after what
they see in magazines, and
after Ivy League students."
"But at the present time,"
he concluded, "we attempt to
erente an 'ivy League' image
In the mid-westforourselves.
We need some kind of humorous publication to help dispell
this attitude."
"Wheat and Chaff," a

"As In other groups. It
(Coluis) has boile.l down to
1.cturea and spot. Ins with
guests afterwards. There is
not enough interaction."
Dr. Davidson also said that
Cobus would be more successful if it was not held once a
week, but only when a good

WHEN YOU

FOOD

GET HUNGRY
MG FINAL WEEK

ThaiWi »H

PIZZA

3 'Intellectual9 Meetings
Have Mutual Problems
Lack of facilities, low attendance, lackof cooperation, and
a satisfactory tinu are mutual
problem!
of
Curbstone)
Cobus, and Hooks and Coffee,
Curbstone originally was
designed as a means of discussing topics of current interest to the students and
faculty.
It was organized five years
ago at the urging of Dr.Emerson, C. Shuck, former dean of
the College of Liberal Arts.
Dr. William A. Klrby,
director of Curbstone, said
that the main problems concerning Curbstone are the lack
of attendance, finding a satisfactory hour to hold the meetings, finding programs of
interest to the students, and
finding a place to hold
meetings. "We will have to
disband or move to classrooms," lamented Dr. Klrby.
In the first part of the semester, Curbstone was fairly
well attended: ISO at the first
meeting. Since then attendance
has decreased, with only 20
persons attending the Dec.
meeting.
Dr. Klrby suggested that one
solution to some of the problems would be to turn Curbstone
over to a student
planning board.
Cobus was organized in 1959
by Dean B. L. Pierce, former
dean of the College of Business Administration. Cobus
was originally a weekly meeting where students, faculty,
and
visiting businessmen
would discuss problems in the
business world.
"The purpose of Colms is
to present topics and issues
in business and economics
that are not normally touched
in the classroom," Dr, John
R. Davidson, assistant dean of
the College of Business Administration, explained.

monthly publication approaching its fifth edition, offers
students the opportunity to
express their feelings about
more serious topics.
Dr. Henry Gcrner, associate director of I 'nitedChristian Fellowship and editor of
"Wheat ami Chaff," Mid there
is a need to present the BGSU
community with the Christian
community's coneernfortheir
Involvement In the ''crucial
Issues of our times,"
Dr. Gerner emphasize.' a
third purpose of the publication: "It is a means of encouraging and bringing to
fruition the
exchange of
opinions and creative expressions, the latter to include
art, prose ami poetry."
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Agreed: Cultural Opportunities Here
BY DONNA MARCIS
N.w» Staff Writer
The idea that the University does ofler a variety of
cultural activities to the students, regardless of whether
or not they take advantage of
them, was agreed upon by
three University professors.
The professors are Dr.
Bernard Linden, assistant
professor of music; Dr. Allen
N.
Kepke,
Instructor In
speech; and Robert I-.. Stinson,
associate professor of Art.
These three men presented
short speeches to the Faculty
Senate recently on the cultural opportunities at the University. They each proposed
changes In their departments,
giving suggestion for Improvement In the cultural offerings In these areas.
Dr. Linden outlined his
views on the present cultural
presentations that are offered
to students by the music department.
These
include
faculty recitals, student recitals, a comlnatlon of both,
and visiting groups or soloists.
He added that having a
faculty string quartet in residence Is an added attraction.
"Also In the School of Music, we have our own pianist,
Jerome H. Rose, and our own
composer, Dr. Donald J.
Erb," he said.
In his proposals for the future. Dr. Linden pointed out
a need for a concert hall which
would be adequate for a travelling orchestra.
"The Recital Hall and the
Main Auditorium both are too
small, and the Grand Ballroom Is very Inadequate when
It Is used as a concert hall,"
he said.
The second point that Dr.
Linden discussed concerned

DR. KEPKE
the general apathy of what IK
called the"non-art" students.
"I don't know exactly what
can be done about this in the
future, but I do know that it
Is a problem right now. The
crowds generally arc good at
these concerts, but there are
very few nun-music students
in the audiences," he said.
Dr. Linden said that the reason for this might possibly be
that the other students do not
know about these concerts. Headded that If there *er« more
publicity given to them, more
students might attend.
In this same area, be added
that there is no set place that
students may look to see If
there Is a concert scheduled.
"For example, fewstudents
here know that Sunday Is
concert night. They should
know this, for it has been
for a long time," Dr. Linden
said.
Anollier suggestion that Dr.
Linden gave In this area concerned the combining of interests or an integration with
other subjects in order to get
more Interest. As an example
of this, he Cited the new mu-

sic program called "Perspectives In Music."
"On the whole, the level of
performances on the campus
is extremely high. The performances are not merely to
fill requirements listed In the
University catalogue," he
said.
As for a reason for some of
the lack of Interest among
the students. Dr. Linden said
that the University Is not yet
large or sophisticated enough
to attend a concert just for
the worth of the concert. He
added that an increase in the
number of graduate students
would be an asset in this area.
In the art department, Mr.
Stinson also made some suggestions he thought would help
the cultural advancements in
his area.
He first suggested that the
art department needs a larger
gallery for exhibits. Another
suggestion was that exhibits
be put in dormitories, perhaps In the halls or lounges.
His next point concerned
the external part of the campus. He suggestc-d that sculpture could be put around the
campus, such as In the many
malls that now are empty.
"Also, many of the buildings as they are seem to be
cold and uninteresting. II we
could put some architectural
screens or mosaics or someother form of art on them, it
might help the- appearance,
and also the cultural aspect,"
Mr. Stinson said.
Ills next suggestion was that
someone was needed to direct
the Fine Arts Bldg.
He suggested that this person be called the "Director
of Exhibits" and take care of
the publicity and displays
needed for the exhibits. Also,
this person would be In charge

MR. STINSON
of bringing in some travelling
exhibits which would be of
Increased value to everyone,
including the art students.
Mr. Stinson's last suggestion was that of the- need for
a permanent collection of artists' works. Right now, the department is using reprints
and slides as teaching aids,
but he- feels that much Is lost
in the reproduction.
"Since Harshman has been
put up, we have an Increased
amount of people looking at
our exhibits. Many of the students take a short cut through
the building, which is fine,
since they do stop to look,"
he said.
As to the question about
the "performance" of theUnivcrsity, Mr. Stinson said that
he felt that the quality of art
that is produced is very high.
Dr. Kepke pointed out his
Ideas about the theater opportunities offered on campus.
"The theater that is offered
at this University is very good.
The plays are of a high quality, and offer the students a
broad spectrum of all kinds of
literature available in the

theater," he said.
Dr. Kepke's suggestions for
the future begin with the establishment of a graduate
company of actors.These students would be working toward
their degrees, and at the same
time would provide good experience for themselves and
the undergraduate actors. Dr.
Kepke pointed out that this also
would result in generally upgraded performances and the
availability of actors for the
more difficult roles.
"Along this same line, many
younger actors then would^ot
be forced into roles that they
DR. LINDEN
are too young and inexperiencmany
students think that
ed to play," he said.
The second proposal that theater and the other arts
Dr. Kepke made was that the are only for the "highbrow"
grant-In-aid program be ex- students, and many just are
panded for undergraduates In not interested in the plays.
"However, the cost is
speech.
His final proposal was that ridiculously low, and it takes
the 'artist - in - residence" little or no training to appreprogram be expanded. Pres- ciate a play.
ently, it Is set up so that a
As to the problem of the
guest actor visits the Univer- non-Unlverslty audience, all
sity every two years. Dr. three professors agreed that
Kepke would like to see this it is not the best it could be.
program expanded, and also
Dr. Kepke said that the city
have It possibly include guest of Bowling Green does not
directors, playwrights, or compare favorable with other
scene designers.
cities that he has been asso"The attendence at the plays ciated with concerning attenIs not as good as it may
dence at theater productions.
appear to be. Last year, we
However, all the professors
had an average of about 1,400 did agree that the University
students at each of the major as a whole is offering explays. That Is only about 15 cellent opportunities to the
per cent of the student body," towns people and the Univerhe said.
sity public concerning cultural
Dr. Kepke added that this events.
attendence Is good, but not
Perhaps Dr. Linden sumgood enough. He said that the med up the attitude when he
Ideal situation would be for said: "Wc have a cultural
the plays to generate as much committment to the people of
discussion in the classrooms this University. It may not
and the dormitories as do foot- fit In with what they wish to
ball and basketball games. gain from their education
Concerning student apathy, here, but we shall keep these
Dr. Kepke mentioned that cultural arts alive for them."
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PATRONIZE YOUR OFF-CAMPUS BOOK STORES

STUDENT BOOK EXCHANGE
530E.WOOSTERST.
\\

INTRODUCES" THE NEW

BEE-GEE BOOK STORE
1424E.WOOSTERST.
(Across From Harshman)

NEW & USED TEXTBOOKS
o SCHOOL SUPPLIES
o ART & ENGINEERING SUPPLIES
o SWEATSHIRTS and JEWELRY

CASH FOR YOUR BOOKS - EVERY DAY
"FOR ALL THE STUDENTS, ALL THE TIME"

BG Poetry Class
Like-A 'Real In'
There Is a story about an
Antioch College poetry professor whose contract required him to hold classes
In his home and to serve beer
to his students.
Poetry classes at the University have not yet reached
that level, but at least an
attempt has been made to
bring such classes out of the
lecture room and Into the
more Informal home atmosphere.
The man responsible for
this attempt Is a sandy-haired
poet and associate professor
of F.ngllsh at the University
who plays Bluegrass guitar,
wears a mustache, has a sharp
sense of humor, and holds
three degrees from OhioState
University.
He is a man who believes
that, for the most part, there
has been a "tremendous rise
in poetry In ihe last decade"
due mainly to "paperbacks,
state poetry circuits, and the
employment of poets as teachers in universities."
With the permission of the
English department this person. Dr. Frederick Fckman.
reorganized, for this semesMr only, writer's workshop
307
Into
a contemporary
poetry workshop.
At present, the 10 upperclass men and women enrolled in the course meet Wednesday nights In the downstairs study of Dr. Fckman's
Bowling Green home.
Their assignment? It may
be anything from writing blank
verse or villanelle or haiku
to writing only for the sake
of subject matter.
Two tests, \i w American
Poetry, 1945- iPoO. and New
Poet! in \iruncan and
land, arc used for reference.
At the beginning of each
meeting. Dr. Fckman passes
out dittoed copies of all poems
written by the students, and
for three hours they read,
analyze, and criticize each
other's work. The stress is
always on quality.
The atmosphere is casual.
And
highly Individualistic.
Coffee Is served (usually two
or three pots are prepared
In advance by Mrs. Eckman).
Except for one art major,
all students In the poetry
workshop are Englishmajors.
Prerequisites to the course
were by Invitation from Dr.
Eckman and by a collection
of poems written by each student.
"Dr.
Eckman's
poetry
classes," as they are commonly referred to, have existed for several years, and
last year they dominated the
"Left Bank" of the Nest, or
a downtown restaurant.
When the group organized
this fall as a 307 course, the
first meetings were scheduled
on campus. Because of difficulty in locating and maintaining a seminar room, however, the workshop moved to
Dr. Eckman's home.
Nine of the students enrolled are taking the workshop
course for credit. The tenth
member, an August graduate
of the University is now teaching junior high school in
the greater Toledo area.

DR. FREDERICK W. ECKMAN

Although the poetry workshop will not be offered second semester. Dr. Fckman
said that It probably will continue on a non-credit basis,
meeting twice monthly.
Dr. Fckman, who came t<
1
owllng Green in I9M, has
l lied four volutnea I
poetry* He hopes to put out
another one soon because
"You sort of want to get
them (the poems) out of Ihe
house to make room for
more,"

*

*

MOON IS
TO PULCHRUM
Must this end it?
the conception
be the answer?
Does this
phenomen or that
define
describe the
sweet perimeter
of your
flesh.
Why not
enough
to pronounce you
J UST beautiful.
Simply say:
Your eyes & hair
have everything
| to do with it
that explanation
disclose the moon's
unknown particulars.
Then shall 1 &
why not
compare you
to the moon,
to something else
of less delicate
of no similar
Immensity.
• -torn Sh.HI.,

Inkstone' Provides Outlet
For 'Creative Expression'
Inkstone is one publication
where University students can
find an outlet for "creative
expression,"
particularly
when there is a "need In this
century for the encouragement of creativity," said
Richard Arthur, I9t>3 editor
of
that
publication and
graduate assistant in English.
Mr. Arthur said "The purpose of the magazine is to
print prose, poetry and art
that are created byUniversiiy
students."
Dr. Thomas L. Kinney, professor of English and advisor
to "Inkstone," said that it
will be published for the third
consecutive year in May,
He remarked, "There is no
humor magazine on campus,
nor are there any humorous
programs created by suuvnts.
1 wish we had more humor
and more parody," he continued. "The lack of a
humorous publication may reflect that humor and parody
are missing somewhat on (his
campus."
Many students are aware
of two other magazines previously published at this University.
' lslero"
and
"Opinion." In referring to
both, Mr. Arthur said, "If
someone has something to say.
they should feel free to say
it through a magazine." He
continued, "The more there
is that gets said in print, the
better.Students can tell when
quality Is concerned. Perhaps
this is why "Opinion" was
not accepted."
"Unfortunately," said Mr.
Arthur, "the term 'literary

magazine' sometimes has a
negative
connotation with
some students, largely due to
their lack of contact with this
kind of publication." He did
say, however, that student and
faculty
acceptance
of
"Inkstone" has been quit*
positive,
"Generally speaking," he
said, ' students here tend to
pattern tliemselves after what
they see In magazines, ami
after Ivy League students."
"Hut at the present time,"
he concluded, "we attempt to
create an 'Ivy League' image
in the mid-west for ourselves.
We need some kind of humorous publication to help dispell
this attitude."
"Wheat and Chaff," a

FOOD

"As in other groups, it
(Cobus) has boiled down lo
lectures and speeches with
ftei wards, I here is
not enough Interaction/'
Dr. Davidson also said that
Cobus would be more successful If it was not held once a
week, but only when a good

WHEN YOU
GET HUNGRY

DURING FINAL WEEK
member
That We Have....

3 'Intellectual9 Meetings
Have Mutual Problems
Lack of facilities, low attendance, lackof cooperation, and
a satisfactory time are mutual
problems of
Curbstone,
• . and Books am! Coffee*
Curbstone originally was
designed as a means of discussing topics of current interest to the students and
faculty.
It was organized five years
ago at the urgingofDr.Emerson, C. Shuck, former dean of
the College of Liberal Arts.
Dr. William A. Klrby,
director of Curbstone, said
that the main problems concerning Curbstone are the lack
of attendance, finding a satisfactory hour to hold the meetings, finding programs of
interest to the students, and
finding a place to hold
meetings. "We will have to
disband or move to classrooms," lamented Dr. Klrby.
In the first part of the semester, Curbstone was fairly
well attended: ISO at the first
meeting. Since then attendance
has decreased, with only 20
persons attending the Dec.
meeting.
Dr. Kirbysuggestedthatone
solution to some of the problems would be to turn Curbstone over to a student
planning board.
Cobus was organized in 1959
by Dean B. L. Pierce, former
dean of the College of Business Administration. Cobus
was originally a weekly meeting where students, faculty,
and
visiting businessmen
would discuss problems In the
business world.
"The purpose of Colms Is
to present topics and Issues
In business and economics
that are not normally touched
In the classroom," Dr. John
R. Davidson, assistant dean of
the College of Business Administration, explained.

monthly publication approaching its fifth edition, offers
students the opportunity to
txprvM their feelings about
more serious topics.
Dr. Henry Gcrner, associate director of UnltedChristian Fellowship and editor of
"W heat and Chaff." saidthere
ls a need to present the BGSU
community WITh the Christian
community's concern for their
Involvement in ihe "crucial
issues of our times."
Dr. Gerner emphasized a
third purpose of the publication: "It is a means of encouraging and bringing to
fruition the
exchange of
opinions and creative expressions, the latter to include
art, prose and poetry."
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Ill Our Opinion..

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

Academic Goldwaterism ?
Change (sometimes good, sometimes
bad) is probably the best word to describe
what is taking place at Bowling Green State
University.
In the past ten years enrollment has more than doubled. Capital improvements have been tremendous both in
cost and quantity. BGSU ii one of the highest paying institutions in the State lor average teacher salaries.
But take away all the bricks, mortar, and
salary increases, and what is left? The
News hopes a careful observer would find
BGSU as a University with a lively intellectual tone. But is this thecose? We think/tot.
Bowling Green is a good example of the
newly-emerged University that has experienced tremendous physical growth in a few
short years. Emphasis at this University
without a doubt, has been on new buildings
and facilities. And in the wake of expansion we have placed too much emphasis
on the Ph.D. rate, faculty salaries, and
student ACT and ACE scores.
In so doing we have failed to better probably the most important single element
of a Great University is the faculty. The
News maintains that with a little imagination. Bowling Green can construct a faculty which will make up incolorand excitement what it may lack in traditional academic kudos.
Why not bring in such men as novelist
Saul Bellow, for example, who presently is
teaching at the University of Chicago; or
Eric Hoffer, the self-educated stevedore,
who is in residence on the University of
California campus? Would Bowling Green
risk such men on its campus, who might
bring disruptive challenge and creative interest?
It must be made crystal clear to University administrators, faculty members, and
students that Bowling Green State University can hardly compete with the mightly
Harvard, the northern research giont Michigan, or the scientific oasis Stanford. And
University students cannot be made into

Vassar-like protegees of the Association of
Women students.
What then can be done to make Bowling
Green a Great University? The News
suggests the following:
- - -Bring many more speakers to
campus in a variety of fields: labor,
management, government, the military, etc. Possibly, a week-long intellectual bull session could be established featuring speeches, discussions, lectures, ond debates by outstanding national, state, and local
leaders.
- • -Make the BGSU faculty a diversified one: dedicated teachers, outstanding researchers, visiting professors, etc. The idea is never too many
of one kind, but always a balance of
each.
• - -Give students more academic
freedom to pursue in depth some of
their real academic interests. BGSU
might establish an independent study
course for seniors. The entire second
semester of one's senior year would
be devoted to independent study, no
classes, only weekly or daily seminars
with an adviser. The College of
Wooster in Ohio has just such a program.
The News sincerely believes the University has come a long way from the pre-1960
era when the Administration was the mind
and soul of students. President Jerome has
and will offer students, faculty members,
and administrators more room to create
and think as individuals. However, thejob
is not completed. It has just been started.
What is needed is a kind of Academic
Goldwaterism.
Imagination
and constructive change should be the pass words
for
greatness at Bowling Green State
University.
PHILIP L. AIRULLA

ll Stands To Reason:

Americans Live In 2 Cultures
BY JOHN LOVE
News Columnist
if culture is deflm d .is an
entire pattern of life, then it
is on this subject that our
country's double standard is
most predominant* We believe
in one concept of culture! but
We livi in .mot IK r#
Americana mon than any*
one list- an- materialists.
Their primary concerns are
Jobs, financial security, physleal proiluciion, and physical
pleasure. I he Dollar is our

god, and life is this earth,
and after death is nothing.
I do not wish to echo the
hypocritical criticisms so
prevalent in our society of this
type of materialist culture.
Rather, I wish only to point
out that we create in our
minds a mon spiritual* Intellectual, K ss pi actlcalmode
Of Ule. We object to those
following OUr real materialist
culture while at the same
time claiming that
as Individuals we live a '•better"

life.
■\ bove all, we are not religious people. For those In
the minor It) whoattend church
regularly, it is not their purpose i»' follow what is defined
as proper Christian living.
Such activity is offered
merely as a '•proof" that they
adtn re to our cr» at- d spiritual culture* It is merely a
vail, a screen to show tiny
act as 'hey believe But our
day-to-day actions. Interests
and worries relate to material, not spiritual goals.
The main purpose of our
marriage system is to legall/e ten relations, and not to
spiritualize the procreation Of
children.
And yet we do not sanction
pre-marital sex In our moral
system, especially wbenii r«sulrs in the unremovable mark
of a human birth* In short,
in our actions sex has no
moral or spiritual significance, but we cling to an inherited schedule of Puritan
values, rims. We can sin. Inn
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wi cannot enjoy it.
In edut ation we praise the
■ru and t IK- foetal science!
as the most Important andessentiai studies*But our educs*
tional system, which stresses
the physical sciences ami
specific
practical
fields!
proves our sssumed values
unimportant and indicates our
real Interests.
We look up to institutions
such as Harvard, Princeton.
or Yak-, ami with very good
reason. Hut we do not model
the rest of our universities
after them. And for the stu,l.m, he claims his education
will batter his intangible, intellectual qualities. Hut he IS
really more interested in recreation, Ix'auty contests, fraternltles and sororities, and
suffering to achieve i"s on
Ins teats so he can obtain
his college degret without
winch he fears hecannet move
ahead to that $ 10,000- a-year
Joba Thus he never achieves
what he say* Is Ins goal. \nd
we fool ourselves Into believing that it la noi like this ii
aU.
I Ins entire description of
our two cultures or our double
standard does not haw universal ippllcatlon, else there
would be no way out for many
of its readers who would say
It does not relate to them.
But on the subject of culture, it would seem that there
should be' some adjustment in
our actions or in our beliefs
concerning the goals of life if
only to connect the two to avoid
charges that we are not consistent.
A purely personal prejudice
A high degree of poise is
that quality which every woman desires In herself, and
resents in other women.
Syd Harris

*DP SAY HE SHOllLP AAAKE AN EXCELLENT COlltQE itiSTMXIX
tor. THE FILE ON HIM 6TATE5 HE P0E6-NT PLAN lECTUMS—
U66S tlplOfvTrlOW TEACHING H£TrWE & & UUmB To COMMUNICATE*

Watt Ideas:

3 Kinds Oi Athletes Exist
BY RON WATT
News Sport Editor
'•That dumb athlete" . . .
We have all heard that expression at one time or another. Many of us probably are
even content with believing
that such a beast actually exists. Well, tie does.
Hut so does the bright athlete. And even more common
is the athlete ot average intellect.
Yea, there are some notBO bright athletes, too. But it
we were to examine a breakdown ol scholarship of ttieentire student body, wouldn't we
moal likely lind some poor

scholars .dso' Certainly there
are some non-athletes who are
experiencing academic problems.
What this all boils down to is
that an athlete is no different
than any of the other students,
Among athletes, as among all
other college students, there
are ttie outstanding scholars,
the average, and the poor.

" Athletes as a group are no
more Intellectual or no less
intellectual
than
non athletes/' says Dr.Samuel M.
Cooper, chairman of the department of health and physical education.
"I'm not willing to assume
that lntellectuallsm and athletics are separate phases of
the university environment,"
added Dr. Cooper. "I think that
athletics are .ipheiHimenath.it
Involves an individual totally-not onl) physically, but mentaih, peycholofftcally,
and
morally.
"I see lntellectuallsm operating In the whole sports environment. Sports contribute
to Intellect to a degree far
greater than we believe.
"Today the fellow who cannot utilize his intellectual
powers -- the powers of wisdom, ability to make keen
judgments, and a board range
of human
experience -- is
losing out In the athletic world
more and more," concluded

Dr. Cooper.

uoyt Ferry, another man
who has been close to competlve sports for more than 40
years, offers a similar view:
"There is a high, positive
correlation between performance in athletics and intelligence. In my experiences,
usually the better athletes
were the most intelligent athletes."
The new BGSU athletic director emphasized that if two
men with equal physical prowSSS--but ol unequal intellectual ability -- were compared,
tin more intelligent man would
take less time to train and
would ultimately become a
better player.
Mr. Perry's 1964 football
team, which rolled to a 9-1
record and the Mid-Amertcan
Conference championship, had
a 2.3
accumulative grade
average. That was slightly off
the 2.4 mark recorded for the
student body as a whole.
(Continued on page 7)

On The Right:

BGSU Needs Instant Culture
BY GEORGE R. WALLACE
New* Columnist
Apparently there are quite
a few people at this institution
who feel that this campus is
culturally lacking, and that
by gum, what we need is a
good instant culture program,
maybe on the order of I(H 1A
dinner you just pop in the
oven.
An examination of some of
the causes for thisdeffIclenc)
might reveal some of the futility of Importing culture to a
campus such as Howling
linen.
In the first place, by far
the greatest number of students, Including we are sorry
to say, this one, are attending
this school for economic-reasons or because as long as
they can remember they have
been told (hat they would have
to go college. Such motivation
Is not generally conducive to
inspiring a student to pursue
the course of a "liberal" education.

Instead, we have seen a
great influx of the middle
class into schools of higher
learning, when they should be
attending vocational schools.
["he result has been something considerably less than
an Intellectual training ground
v>( the type found in the traditional University.
yet it has not prodw
vocational school cither, but
rather something of i confusi d
medley, for Whist a few students come to get I good
liberal arts education, some
only long for the day they get
their diploma.
All of which is quite alright
In its won right, but let's not
expect the student community
to
passionately
embrace
things cultural when the bulk
of its members would be hard
put to find anything more boring. Nor let us make the error
of attempting to propel these
people into a cultural atmosphere.

I he BGKtl campus has a responsibility to liold the cultural forums of student and
faculty debate and discussion
open for those students who
do seek something extra.
Curbstone and the recent
Conklin debates are examples
of sucli fringe benefits, ditto
the Artist and Lecture series,
the programs of the School of
Music and the art exhibits.
Perhaps the greatest single
obstacle to curious students
in any field are the , 1
library stacks. Browsing in
the stacks is one of tin bast
ways to develop interests outside of one's special field.
In the meantime most of us
will continue Nesting, drinking, and being merry, an inevitable consequence of the
co - educational system. If
ever the students begin to
hunger after something with
more meaning, the cultural
atmosphere will develop of
its own accord.

Hinesight..

We Live On Stark Plains
BY BILL HINE
N«ws Columnist
Ambiguous is a favorite
word i>f college students, and
in the case of "intellectualism*' on the Universitycampus, it is the best term available to describe this nebulous
quality.
Nevertheless, a standard to
Judge or define must be established. I would then suggest
that a campus pervaded by
"lntellectualism" is one in
which a large majority of students and faculty members
are sincerely Interested in
pursuing higher education and
Instilling more knowledge of
all facts of human endeavor
within their minds.
And I further suggest that
if this be the standard, then
BGSU has a long haul before
these stark plains of Wood
County
will be vonsldered
permeated with "lntellectualism."
Do not misinterpret. 1 don't
say there are not numerous
opportunities here at Howling
Green to educate one's self to
an almost unlimited degree. I
Bay the majority of the students (and some faculty meml>ers) are not interested, as a
prime motive for being here,

to better their minds through
a thorough and broad education.
Do a majority of students
consider attending Curbstone,
Cobus, a Conklin Hall Korum,
a concert, a lecture, reading a
significant book on their own,
subscribing to a news magazine ad iufinitum? And this is
not to mention taking a genuine
interest in their course work.
It is fairly apparent that
most studt.rts would rather get
their grades and credits as
easily as is humanly possible,
and spend the rest of their time
in front of a TV, with a beer in
hand, in the Nes't. or playing
cards. These are fine and
worthwhile activities but a
good many students lives seem
to resolve about them.
This
undoubtedly sounds
like a "holler than thou" attitude presented by some egghead. However, it is offered
by a person as guilty of "unintellectualism" as the rest of
the vast majority of students.
(I am
trying to improve
though).
Part of the fault lies in the
fact that this is a state university and is regulated to a certain
degree of mediocrity
within its student body by its

fouled up admissions procedures. In other words, there
are toomany"lunkheads*" who
don't
belong here walking
around wilh books under their
arms.
One very hopeful note is the
new plan of higher education in
Ohio proposed by the Hoard of
Hegents. A number of community colleges will be established to weed out the less
bright and uninterested as well
as provide a short term education so necessary in today's
society. The state universities will then be stabilized in
growth and get the cream of
the high school and community
college students.
Essentially, 1 believe the
problem is one that probably
seems trite. Most college students fall to appreciate the
valuable
education that Is
available to them in and out
of the classroom, and therefore don't take advantage of It.
Hut alas, as Sinclair i ewla
once said, "It has not yet
been recorded that any human
i>eing has gained a very large
or permanent content merit
from meditation upon the fact
he is better off than others."

HIGH EST
CASH
REFUND

That s What She Thinks:

i Taste Of Spinach Suggested
BYDIANNE SAVAGE
News Columnist
Going to an art exhibit for
the first time, or a symphony
orchestra performance, for
many people Is like taking that
first bite of spinach as a
youngster. It could taste a lot
worse.
That seems to be the problem with most of the students
on this campus. William Warfield is considered one of the
finest baritones in the world,
but most residents of the
University community, even
those aware ol the lact, didn't
care to attend his recent performance here.
Why?
Hecause
William
Warfield is spinach to them.
The Brothers Four or the
Serendipity Singers are lemon
meringue pie.
I suppose there were a number of people who went to the
Warfield concert simply because they were talked into it
by a friend •- and walked out
exhlllrated and fully entertained.
The opera "Amahl and the
Night
Visitors", presented
before Christmas vacation, is
another case in point. Sharing

the program with a presentation by the University's A
Capella Choir, Metropolitan
Opera star Martha Llpton convinced am skeptic-in the audience that this culture idea
never hurt anyone.
That old excuse "I don't
have time to go" doesn't carry
much weight. If it were Peter,
Paul, and Mary coming to the
Ballroom again, you'd make
time.
So it doesn't seem that the
lack of culture at BGSU is
anything too critical. The culture Is there, but It has to be
stimulated.
Maybe that's what the new
Artist and Lecture Series will
accomplish. With the Celebrity Series bringing in the
"Popular" groups like Dave
Brubeck ami Henry Mancim
next season, the Artist and
Lecture Series committee can
concentrate onschedultngcultural events of the first class.
More than once a professor
has told his class, "1 would
rather you attend the concert tonight than study for this
class."
That's a good suggestion.
The benefits that come out of a

truly classical performance
by a gifted artist are not reflected In the mere half dollar
for a ticket.
Where else can you hear
George Szell and the Cleveland
Orchestra for50cents?Where
else can you get the opportunity to chat with Malcolm Muggerldge for next to nothing?
Fxpenences
like
these
should be a part of every
college student's four-year
career. In fact, in basketball
games notwithstanding, they're
among the MOST Important
parts.
The student who begs of I,
even because he supposedly
'•has to study," Is only depriving himself of the kind of
chances that won't soon come
again after graduation.
There's culture here all
right. The problem Is getting
more than Just a few people to
let it grow on and In them.
Thank goodness, not everyone
likes lemon meringue pie.

3 kinds
(Continued from pigc 6)
"During the 10 years I've
been here, I ran think of only
two or three football players
who haven't graduated," said
assistant coach Bob Dudley,
who also serves as coordinator of the griddcrs' grades.
"The far majority of our
players are good, average students with only about eight or
nine giving us any problems,"
added Mr. Dudley. "We have
had our share of outstanding,
average, and poor students but
over the years, we have rated
slightly
above the campus
average.1'
"We try to be careful when
we recruit," Mr. Perry explained. "We figure that If a
kid likes the athletic program,
he'll fight to stay in school.
"When
we recruit,
we
look for players who Indicate
that they want to work. The
boys who Interest us are those
of good character who will tryIn the classroom."

Athletics have helped countless American men to gain a
college education. Some, like
Frank Ryan of the Cleveland
Browns and Charley Johnson
of the St. Louis Cardinals,
are in the process of earning
Ph. D.t law, or medical degrees while they remain very
active in professional athletics.
Arthur Model!, the owner
of the Browns, is working out
a special contract with Archie
Roberts, the fine Columbia
quarterback who wants to become a doctor. The browns are
willing to send Roberts tu
Western Reserve University
and will pick up the entire tab
If he will play football for
them.
Now, more than ever before,
It Is apparent that lntellectualism and athletics do mix.
For, in reality, they are very
closely related --If not two
of the same kind.
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New Library Should Erase
Usual Anti-Study Complaints
BY MARGUERITE VAUCLAIR
News Reporter
College
students
often
bemoan the fact that "every
night Is library night," be
It only from memories of hard
chairs, not enough chairs,
drab walls, stuffy rooms, long
lines, and no food.
But within less than two
years these memories should
become just that -- memories.
The new University library,
scheduled to open In the fall
of 19CC, will be the next Deal
thing to a student haven, according to Library Director,
Dr. A. Robert Hogers. And an
electronic,
fully air - conditioned haven at that.
Present plans for the
modern nine-story building
Include open stacks, IBM processing equipment, abundant
carpeting,
lounge chairs,
snack bar, Individual study
desks,
landscaped Interior
light courts, two passenger,
and one service elevator, a
typing room with 10 pay typewriters, and a "Sentronic"
I k-check system with six
turnstiles.
According to Dr. Hogers, it
will be the first library in the
nation equipped with LokMohiles, complete with private drlve-ln garages with a
display case OH top.
Lok-Mohlles, originally
designed for use at the University of Notre Dauie, are
book pushcarts with plastic
siding.
Estimated at $4.5 million,
the new library will be located
north of old fraternity row,
west of the Fine Arts Bldg.
Construction Is scheduled
to begin ill March.
The building will be divided

Into two
main units, the
"college
library" on the
ground level,
and
the
"research
library" on the
second or terrace level. Facilities for the research library
also will extend Its remaining
floors of the "tower."
The
decision
to make
the library open stack was
"basically for
educational
reasons," Dr. Hogers said,
in that "we believe an open
stack system could make the
library a more efficient teaching instrument and an agent of
general culture."
As compared with the 550person seating capacity of the
present library, the new library will accommodate four
times that number: 2,300persons on the ground level and
550 persons on the terrace
level.
In an attempt to avoid long
study tables, Individually partitioned desk units'orcsirrells'
will
be Installed
throughout the building. Although most carrells will lie
arranged in groups of four,
swastika-fashion, there also
will be Individual and double
carrells.
Provisions have been made
to Install a limited number of
study tables, accommodating
two-to-six persons.
Carrells rather than tables
will be used, Dr. Hogers said,
because "we should try to provide as much privacy and Individual
study space as the
budget will allows."
Shelf space will lie provided
for
approximately
140,000 volumes, hot reader
convenience, book lists will
be posted throughout the library.

N-*C

A carpeted, open periodical
readlnC lounge with lounge
chairs and sofas will be located in the front central portion of the ground floor. Magazine display racks will flank
this area, while the front and
back portions
will remain
open. This will be only one of
the two periodical rooms in
Ihe library.
Carpeting will cover approximately 13,000 square
feet of the total 93," 50 square
feet comprising the ground
level. This level also will have
lounge
areas,
a vending
machine snack bar area with
counters, typing room, card
catalog area, and small discussion rooms.
Circulation of books will be
faclllated by IHM computers.
In the future, computers may
be installed to handle cataloguing, Dr. Hogers said.
An electronic device known
as "Sentronlc" will be Installed to prevent persons
from leavlngthe library without checking out books. An
"activating" mechanism, placed in each book, will be
deactivated at the circulation
desk by the librarian.
Before leaving the library,
persons will have to pass through one of six turnstiles and,
In turn, pass all library books
underneath
the Sentronlc
device. Library liooks which
have not been deactivated will
freeze Ihe machine.
A similar Sentronlc machine has been Installed In a
Grand Haplds, Mich., library,
and since the installation not
one lHM>k has been lost, according to Dr. Hogers. The
library previously lost between $10,000 .not $15,000
worth of tHK)ks each year.

K. \Owui

TO
HAPWN?
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Even though the new library will ioon take over the buiineit of the old one, the
•aying over the Library door will ttill be very much a port ol the new building,
the intellectual tone on campus.

Beleaguered
(Continued from page 2)
was begun mainly because
there
was some concern
among the faculty as to the
cultural quality of some of
the programs of the Artist
Series. There was also some
criticism of the accoustlcs of
the ballroom especially in relation lo the very large groups
or the very small groups appearing there.
The Faculty Series will he
hold In the main auditorium
rather than In the ballroom.
"The stage setup is easier,
the accoustlcs are better and
the setting is more intimate
Ix'tween the performer and
the audience," said Dr. Baldanza.
"It is more Important for
us to have tlie small audience

of students hear outstanding
groups than for the whole
student body to hear someone or something mediocre,"
said Dr. Leedy. "The Artist
Series didn't represent the
best culturally speaking in
term! of the cultural image
of the University*"
There was some disagreement among the members for
the- student-faculty committee
discussing the program of the
■Nrtist Series for next year,
and when the problems were
discussed with President Jerome, it was decided that the
Artist Series should be separate from the Celebrity
Si lie s.

"There is definitely no conflict between the ArtistSeries
and the Celebrity Series,"
said Dr. Leedy, "both are
fields of entertainment, but
they are completely separate.''

"By bringing in the twodifferent types of entertainment
we can bring more diversified
programs to the University,"
said Dr. Baldanza, "and as
the University gets larger we
possibly may have five or six
different series of the same

nature/1

Dr. Baldanza commented
that since the talent at the
University Is extremely good,
the outside
entertainment
helps others to compare them
with the University talent.
"The committee feels that
It Is the educational responsibility of the University to
offer students the very best
today. The quality of the Artist
Series on the campus is a
great factor In recruiting students and teachers to theUniversity," said Dr. Baldanza.

THE CLOTHES RACK
ANNOUNCES
THE OPENING OF ITS SECOND TRADITIONAL STORE AT B.G.S.U.
. . .Ve are pleased to announce to the students of Bowling
Green State University, the opening of a second traditional
store on campus. This store, located directly across from
Harshman Quad, will enable us to serve you even better, not
only with outstanding service, but also with the finest in
traditional clothing and sportswear available for discriminating men and women.

THE CLOTHES RACK
EAST
(Across From Harshman)

;lothes
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO

THE CLOTHES RACK
WEST
(Across From Founders)

Traditional Outfitters ol Gentlemen and Ladies

WATCH FOR OPENING DATE!

Cultural 'Bomb9 Strikes
University, Townspeople
BY JUDY HIRSCH
News Staff Writer

The cultural revolution has
hit the United States with great
force.
For the first time In many
years, people are Interested in
reading good, quality books,
listening to classical music
and buying the best paintings.
As the cultural level of the
country increases, it is beginning to leave its traces on the
University students as well as
on those outside the educational institutions.
Professors are placing
more and more emphasis on
books with a high literary
quality. English, psychology,
and sociology professors in
particular, are requiring students to read books of J much
broader scope, covering all
classes of people with many
different points of view on
all topics.
Besides requiring students
to read more, they are giving
them
good suggestions for
other non - required books,
which, even though they may
not be directly connected with
the course,
may help to
Increase the students understanding of the subject.
Although students are required to do a great deal of
reading for their courses,
they seem to find enough time
to read some of the more popular, non-academic books touching on manydlfferent topics.
The consensus among the
booksellers In Howling Green
is that students mostly buy
paperbacks, and non-fiction
rates higher with them than
does fiction.
The manager of the Student
Book Exchange has found that
"since the literary quality of
paperbacks has Increased, and

good reading books are now
being offered, students seem
to buy both the popular and the
classical books.'*
Music is perhaps one of
the most changing forms of
cultural entertainment. Ten
years ago, it was thought that
college students would buy
and listen to nothing but rock
and roll.
Perhaps the greatest boom
to folk music was the rise of
Peter, Paul and Mary. Their
records and public appearances at colleges and universities gave I great impetus to
the sale of folk music.
'•After theconcert by Peter,
Paul, and Mary here at the
University two years ago, we
noticed a great rise in the
sales of folk music," said
William J. Martin, assistant
manager of the University
bookstore.
Strange as It may seem, the
recent popularity
of the
Beatles has had little effect
on the college student. When
purchasing records, the merchants have noticed that students tend to buy those which
are popular forlonger than one
year. Jack Blgelow, manager
of Blgelow's
Music Shoppe,
was surprised at the number
of classics sold within the
past two years to University
students.
Conservatism is the trend
in paintings, especially when
purchased by students. An Increase In the number of University students buying paintings was noticed by the manager of the Berlin Art Center.
He said that when students do
purchase a painting, it Is
always an expensive one of
good quality, and is put In
layaway until the student completes payment.

"lETS SEE, whot «holl I buy to stimulate my mind
today?" That seems to be the point uppermost in the

mind oi Nancy Gerding. a sophomore irom Independence. O. as she glances over several record albums.

The University Union has a
painting sale once or twice a
year and Mr. Martin has found
that the response to these
sales is amazing. The sale
consists of reproductions in
the traditional form or else in
brush stroke.
"The paintings on sale before Christmas went extremely well," said Mr. Martin.
So it seems that with the
advance of the cultural age
to the United States, not only
have the adults become Increasingly
Interested
In
music, paintings, and literature, but the college and university students have felt the
need to Join the rest of the
society In becoming more culturally educated In different
areas.

"The Store Designed With Feminine Taste
In Mind

^Jne J-^owaer J uff

Tentatively entitled "The Figure," this painting by Jon Adams, a junior from Sand
usky. seems typical of student expression demonstrated in University art courses.
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(Continued from page r>)
speaker is engaged.
Hooks and Coffee was organized by Marry A. Ebaling,
instructor In Fngllsh, and the
organization was quite active
last year.
This year, however, there
hasn't been any Books and
Coffee,
"What has bogged us down
this year is the lack of encouragement from University
personnel and the bad times
available," Mr, I- bellng said.
These cultural meetings are
terribly Important, I feel, to
maintain the atmosphere of
a true university, "Meetings
have to be desired by members of the faculty, administration and the student body
though," he said.
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Federal Aid To Arts - How Much ?
*
One of the significant but
less popular debates between
liberals and conservatives on
the scope of the federal government concerns the amount
and form of aid the government
should provide for the encouragement of the arts.
Does the government now
provide aid for artistic projects? Dr. Gilbert Abcarlan,
associate
professor
of
political science, answers affirmatively.
"The government of the united states has
encouraged, promoted, and
subsidized the arts since the
beginning of the Republic."
But he hastened to add that
most of this federal aid has
been given Indirectly and that
on the subject of direct aid,
which has been proposed many
times, there Is much opposition.
Dr. Abcarlan cited the tax
write-off for those who contribute to Institutions which
aid the arts as one such In-

*

*

*

*

jects
Administration which
financed, art projects to relieve unemployment.
But one of the earliest and
largest direct federal contributions to art and culture
came In 1846 with the founding of the Smithsonian Institution.
Since its beginning,
the
government-supported Institution has grown continually
and created bureaus of the
National Collectjon of Fine
Arts,
the National Art
Museum,
Freer Gallery of
Art, the National Gallery of
Art, and the
recentlyapproved John F. Kennedy
Center of Performing Arts.
Federal aid to the arts has
Increased In recent years according to Dr. AI.CIM.III. He
said President Kennedy was
greatly rojMinsllile for the
trend. "Mr. Kennedy, as a
person, has manifested molt
Interest ID the arts than any
other president In this cen-

direct method used by the
government to aid the arts.
"Hiring painters, sculpturer
and
graphic
artists for
esthetic advice In the construction of federal buildings
Is another Indirect method,"
he said. "And the classic Indirect way to provide aid to
.mists is our strict copyright laws," he added.
Another Instance of federal
encouragement to the arts Is a
law which allows a creative
artist's Income, Which fluctuates greatly from year to
year, be taxed on their average Income In a five-year
period.
"Of the major countries of
the world," Dr. Abcarlan
said, "our government gives
the smallestproportlonofdlrert aid to the arts." He added
that the greatest direct federal contribution to the arts
came during President Franklin D. Roosevelt's Administration under the Works Pro-

*

*

tury," he remarked.
Bills have been proposed In
Congress to create a Federal
Arts Foundation through which
a greater amount of direct aid
to the arts would be administered. To now, such bills have
not been successful. "I think
we need to Increase direct
federal financial aid to the
arts, especially.those such ds
ballet and certain types of
painting which have not been
commercially successful," he
said.
Hut there is much opposition
to such direct aid. That art
would be made a political pawn
which would change with every
change In the While House
Is
one argument used by
critics against the proposal.
Further, they c'lrge that
If art were subsidized by the
government mediocrity would
prevail, since only the most
popular forms of the arts
would be backed by the government.

*

Russell Lynes, managing
editor of Harper's magazine
and a critic of government aid
to the arts, has written:

*

"Politics are politics and art
is art, and for the love of
Art, let them be free of each
other."

TAKING A break from her "intellectual endeavors"
during the semester is Jean Prentiss, a sophomore
from Winnetka, III. Here, the funny pages round out
her day's "cultural diet".
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Candid Campus on Culture
What do University students think about the cultural and
Intellectual level of the academic and social aspects of
Bowling Green? News reporter George Braatz interviewed 10
students to find their opinion on the question:
Do you think the University puts too little, enough, or too
much emphasis on the cultural and educational aspects of
college life?

Dave Brunner, Junior in
College of Education: "I feel
that the University puts too
little stress ontheeducatlonal
aspect of college life. There
Is too much student concern
on the grade he receives In a
course and not on the amount
of knowledge he gains. I feel
this Is defeating the entire
purpose of an academic education."

Larry Bice, senior In the
College of
Liberal Arts:
"They put too little emphasis
on cultural aspects. The trend
has been starting to Improve,
however. The main reason for
this estrangement from culture Is that there Is too much
distance between the student
body and the faculty."

Luclndu Shay, sophomore In
the College of Business
Administration: "More empli.tMs could be putoncultural
events If there were more
student
participation.
We
can't get big names tocometo
campus II no one is Inter* sled
1'iiMiir.li to attend."

DAVE BRUNNER

"I KNEW I should hov* dropped this count."

H" N\ flfl M .

> UA\UL
Mary EllMI Walilron, SophO*
iiMHf in tin* CollfgS Ot l.'lncation: "The University is
putting enough emphasis on
culture, hut the students annul hiking advantage of Artist
and Lecture Series which the
Union provides."

LUCINDA SHAY

Lynelte Haar, freshman in
the Collegeol Education: "Ths
University puts too much
emphasis on sports rather
than culture.
It Is overbalanced. There Is some culture now, bm more la needed."

MARYWALDRON
"OH. ARE you kidding m«?"
Jay Ashbaucher, sophomore
in the College of Education:
"Students tend to look more
toward other activities and not
to fine arts because they don't
understand them. The faculty
should make the students see
the importance of the cultural
opportunities that do exist on
campus,"

Joel scoit, freshman in the
College of Education: "The
Artist Series this year does
not equal those of past years;
the groups brought are not as
fine as before. In addition,
students do not realize the
Importance culture will make
later on."

JOEL

JAY ASHBAUCHER
Patricia Connolly, freshman In the College of Liberal
Arts: "Enough emphasis Is put
on cultural and education, but
not enough students attend. We
should be Interested, but we
aren't. If we had more knowledge pertaining to different
subjects, we would have more
Interest."

SPECIAL
TWO-FOR-ONE
Buy one 8 xlO Portrait and with the presentation of
this ad, receive another 8 1 10 FREE. . .

PORTRAITS by HOWARD
PHOTOGRAPHER
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Don Schade,
graduate
Student in the College of Business Administration: "The
faculty
and administration
have the right Idea of having
more outside speakers, hut the
Interest of the students is not
what It should be. If the attendance is poor, this makes .1
poor impression for outsiders, giving the University
a bad reputation."
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To give you the highest possible price
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Barns and Noble Book Company will have
a representative in our store Jan. 26, 27,
and 28.

Sandra Kruse, sophomore
in the College of Education:
"1 think the program ol the
University is very good. And
students. It they want, cm
find cultural events. Curbstone, In particular, is cood
with the cultural aspect of
education."
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Senior Officers State
Graduation Proposals
Members

of

the

Senior

Class will help decide early
next semester:
• whether they want a
Senior Cotillion at commencement in June;

\

• whether graduation will fea.
ture a local speaker, reading of
names, and individual presentation of degrees or a distinguished
nationally-known speaker; and
• whether they would prefer
commen -ement on a Saturday or
Sunday.
The seniors will vote on the
three 'opics when they have their
University ID cards validated for
■ the second semester. The conscn, sus of he vote will be used by the
.Senior Class officers and the com•fnencemont committee to aid in
arranging the schedule for the
^graduation weekend, according to
UJavii! Anderson, president of the
| Senior class.
Anderson and the other officers
have listed the following pros and
cons on each question:
Senior Cotillion— Pro: It has
ben a tradition for years to have
a Senior Cotillion on Friday night
of graduation weekend. This is a
formal dance sponsored for the
graduating seniors and their dates.

Aa jncy To Inspect
Journalism School
A accrediting team from the
Amel'ran Council for Education
in Jourrulism, nn official journal,
istic acrediting agency, will inspect he University's School of
Jor.nalism, Feb. Hi through 12.
The accrediting team will be
headed by Dr. yuintus Wilson,
director of the School of Journalism of the University "f West Virginia.
Other members of thi team will
be Dr. Edwin Km »ry of the University of Minnesota, Dr. Frank
Senger of Michigan State University, and Richard Hamey, executive editor of the Chicago's American. The team will spend the
three days sitting in on Journalism classes and interviewing fuculty and students.
A written application an ! report were sent to the accrediting
agency last spring. This report
contained lists of teaching staff,
circulum, equipment, library, and
other facilities.
There are only 47 accredited
schools of journalism in the United
States and only 2 in Ohio—Ohio
University and Ohio State University. Kent State University is also
applying for accreditation at this
time.
Once a school has been accredited, it must pass an inspection
every five years to keep its rating.

Students Granted Unlimited Cuts
In Junior-Senior Level Classes
Unlimited absences in 1500
and 400 level courses will bo-

Many seniors do not want to see
it abandoned. Con: In recent years,
attendance at the dance has dwindled after about )0:30 p.m. The
dance is scheduled for 9 p.m. to
1 a.m.
An alternative to the Cotillion
might be the scheduling of an appearance by a name group like the
Lcttermen or the Four Freshmen,
Anderson said, "tut again that
would be doing away with the tradition of the Cotillion," he added.
Graduation Ceremony with
local
speaker — Pro:
Graduate
receives his degree and his parents
would hear his name read before
the entire audience. Con: Last
Juno's commencement audience
lost interest in the long procession
of more than 1,000 seniors across
the stage in Memorial Hall.
Graduation Ceremony with
nationally-known speaker — Pro:
A distinguished national speaker
would present an address and the
honor graduates would be cited for
their achievement. The colleges
would then adjourn to separate locations for the presentation of degrees and much time would be
saved. Con: The colleges would
not be graduated together, thus
interrupting the continuity and
thoughtfulness of the ceremony.
Graduation on Saturday — Pro:
It would shorten the weekend for
some and make it possible for parents traveling long distances to
easily return home for work Monday. The ceremony could also be
held in the morning, when the
tcmnerature is cooler. Con: Many
traditional aotivites would be eliminated and many parents would be
hard pressed to arrive in time
after working Friday.
Graduation on Sunday — Pro:
Sunday commencement would be
more relaxful for both graduates
and their parents and the visitors'
stay at the University could be
prolonged. Con: The program
would have to be in the afternoon
to avoid conflicting with church
services, and last year's extreme
heat might be repeated.
On the committee planning commencement weekend are Anderson, Wayne Bettendorf, vice president of the Senior Class; Barbara
McNutt, secretary; Charles Nelson, treasurer; Dr. Kenneth McFall, vice president of the University; Richard Towner, Co-ordiator
of Student Activities; Col. Farrar
M ' bb, director of the union;
Richard Lenhart, program director
of the union; A. Inghram Milliron,
director of the food service; Earl
E. Rupright, director of maintenance; Mrs. Margaret Haygood,
secretary to the president; Robert
Rudd, director of residence services; and Dr. Paul Lcedy, provost.
Validation of ID cards will be
Feb. 8-11 from 8 to 12 a.m. and
1 to 4:46 p.m. in 120 University
Hall.

Is There Time To Eat?

come effective next fall following approval Tuesday of a
Faculty Senate recommenda-

DR. FLOCKENHAUS

Health Center
Appoints New
Staff Member
The University Health Service has appointed Dr. Peter
Flockenhaus to the medical
staff. Ho has been working
with the Service since Jan. 4.
Dr. Flockenhaus is a native
of Wuppertal, Germany. The German educational system differs
from the American in that a graduating high school student may enter a professional graduate school
immediately. Because of this, he
attended undergraduate school in
Wuppertal and then attended the
Marburg I.ahn Medicnl School.
Dr. Flockenhaus completed medical school in 1964 and took an
examination comparable to the
Ohio state board exam. This made
him a physician but not a doctor.
He had to write a thesis before he
was awarded his M.I), degree in
1955.
After a six-month internship
in Wuppertal, Dr. Flockenhaus
came to the United States where
he served as an intern and snent
his residency at St. Charles Hospital, in Toledo.
From 1057 through 10G0, he
was a resident physician in internal
medicine at St. Vincent Hospital,
Toledo.
Dr. Flockenhaus comes to the
University from a four-year private practice in Rossford. Ohio.

Changes Discussed
For Student Loans
Representatives from 20 northwestern Ohio and southern Michigan colleges arc conferring on
changes in student finance programs, from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. today
in the Union.
The conference is sponsored by
the United States Office of Education and the University, according to Robert E. McKay, BGSU
student financial aid director.
Dr. Peter Mousolite, regional
representative of the U.S. Office
of Education, will serve as a re■ource man and nnswer questions
concerning recent changes in the
Nation.-! Defense Student Loan
Program . nd the Work-Study Pro.
gram of the Economic Opportunities Act.
Both of these programs help
students whose parent'' are able to
contribute only a small portion of
his college expenses.
Mr. McKay said the University already has applied for $39,418.66 in government aid under
the NDSL Program.

Clarinettist, Soprano
Present Music Recital

STUDcJfTS AR£ now taking advantage of the opportunity to study tor
finals In the Carnation Room. It has been opened evenings lor studer.ls at an
addltienal plow te 'eras' for the warns »ext week.

VoL 49. No. 2*.

Judy Stith and Pat Burden, two
University music students, will
present a program in the Recital
Auditorium of the Hall of Music
Sunday at 3 p.m.
Miss Stith, soprano, will sing six
numbers, and Mr. Burden will play
two major selections on the clarinet. The two performers will combine talents for the final number,
"Der Hirt auf dem Felsen, opus
129," by Schubert.
Music students Carol Dennison
and Sue Steck will accompany
Miss Stith and Mr. Burden on the
piano.
The program is free and open
to the public.

tion by University President
William T. Jerome.
The proposal, which was originated by Student Council n year
ago, was passed by Faculty Senate last month and sent to the
President Monday for final approval. In passing the measure
the Senate had accepted the recommendations made by the Student-Faculty Liason Committee
which was assigned to study absence regulations.
Dr. Jerome described the measure as "step number one in giving
creativity to nn academic climate
in which the student will recognise
that education is the responsibility
of himself as nn individual and not
n spoon-fed process."
The new regulation states that
all students have unlimited abseare.s in 300 nnd 400 level class
cuts but adds that the instructor
has the right to base part of the
student's grade on class attendance. The instructor, under the
new rule, has the responsibilty of
making it clear to his students
what constitutes adequate class
attendance.
"The instructor still has the

right to lower the grade of a student if he is atiseut more than
what the instructor has defined
as adequate class attendance,"
stated Dr. (!rover Platt, chairman
of the 75-member Faculty Senate.
But he said the student in the
eour.se will not be asked to withdraw from 300 and 400 level class
because of the amount of his absences.
Under the present absence regulations, the student is allowed
as many unathorized absences as
the number of times the class
meets each week. If ho takes more,
the instructor may recommend to
his academic dean that the student
be dismissed from the course.
The now attendance regulation
also states: "In all courses nt all
levels, tile instructor has no obligation to give make-up examinations or to review other class work
missed by a student because of
an unauthorized absence. The student has the obligation to ascertain when tests may be given and
when assignments may be due."
Dr. Platt said the new rule also
gives "a more specific definition
of who is to issue authorized nbsinces for illness will be authorized by the Health Service, absences for University - sponsored
events will be authorized by the
appropriate academic dean, nnd
absence! for other just causes

Rushees, Sorority Women
To Return Early For Rush
While other University students are spending; their semester break at homo, rushees
and sorority women will return to the University campus
to bepin the traditional spring
sorority rush.
Women participating in spring
rush will be permitted to move into
their dormitories nnd sorority
houses after 8 a.m. Wednesday,
Feb. 3. Rush will begin with openhouse parties that evening.
Open-house parties will continue
Thursday and Friday, Feb. 4 anil
5. Groups of approximately 10 women will visit every sorority at a
scheduled time for the half-hour
parties. Miss Jackie Gribbons, assLstent dean of women, said that
these parties will allow the sorority women and the rushees to become initially acquainted.
"First parties" will follow the
open houses. Rushees may attend
by invitation only and each rushce
may accept no more than seven invitations. Women will receive their
invitations Saturday, Feb. G, from
9 to 11 a.m. The parties begin
that same afternoon and end at
5 p.m. Sunday, Feb. 7.
Second parties, or semi-theme
parties, will be held Friday and
Saturday, Feb. 12 and 13, during
the second semester. Rushees will
receive their invitations Wednesday, Feb. 11, and may accept no
more than five.
Formal desserts will be held
Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday, Feb. 16, 17, and 18. Rushees
will receive their invitations Sunday, Feb. 14, and may accept no
more than three.
Rushees will sign their preferences of one to three sororities
Friday, Feb. 19, from 7 to 8:30
a.m. in the Joe E. Brown Theatre.
Bids will be distributed Saturday, Feb. 20.
Head residents of University women's residences will return for
the rushing period. Miss Gribbons
counselors for each dormitory also

saiil that a "skeleton staff" of two
will return at that time.
Miss Gribbons stated that breakfast would not be served during
the semester break rush period because few women ate breakfast
during this time in past years.
The room and board fee for
this period is lower because no
breakfast will be served. Last
year the fee was $8.50. This year
it is $li.7.r>.
All other meals will he served
in the three cafeterias in McDonald Quadrangle. Sorority women will eat in Bast and West
dining halls. Rushees will eat in
North dining hall.
Miss Gribbons said thnt Panhcllenic Council will probably pass
some type of din;ng regulations to
ho fidlowed during the time McDonald dining halls are used by all
women participating in rush.
"These regulations will pronbly
concern what access the women
will have to the halls and what
doors the food service wants them
to enter by, " she stated.
The exact number of rushees
will not be known until final semester grades are reported. Of the
534 women that registered, only
those thnt attain a 2.2 accumulative grade average or better will
be allowed to rush.

shall be authorized by the office
of the Dean of Students."
Rules regarding absences in
loo and 200 level courses have remained the same.
The first move to change class
attendance regulations came Jan.
9 of last year when Student Council passed a resolution favoring unlimited absences in 300 and 400
level courses, '1'he proposali however, was vetoed the following day
by Council President Robert Chism
because he thought the move was
taken "more on Impulse rather
than deliberation." He recommended more time be given to
study the recommendation.
The proposal was amended nnd
passed at tin- Council's next meeting anil was sent to Faculty Sen
ate for consideration.

Union To Host
Bridge Games
The eighteenth annual Intercollegiate Bridge Tournament will
be held at 1:15 p.m. Sunday, Feb.
II, in the Ohio Suite. Eighteen
identical card hands, prepared by
a national bridge authority, will
be played by participants at all
competing colleges and universities
throughout the United States and
Canada.
Trophies will be awarded by the
Association "f College Unions to
the north-south and east-west pairs
who rank highest ill the nation and
also to the teams that rank highest in each of the 16 regions. The
winners from Howling Green sIsO
will receive trophies from the UAO
Card and Games Committee.
A new feature of this year's
event is a face-to-face play-off
May 7 to 8, in Chicago, to which
all regional winners will be sent
with expenses paid.
Last year, two Howling Green
students, George Rager and Tom
Moll, were winners of the regional
tournament. They had the highest north-south score of all participating colleges in Ohio, Illinois,
Indiana, Wisconsin, and Michigan.
Players interested in entering
this year's tournament may register with Mrs. Evelyn Steidtmann,
the local tournament director.
She may be contacted at extension 461 during the day. or 3f>:ir
7. i7l in the evening. A limited nuher of entries will be accepted.
Mrs. Steidtmann said.

Library Changes
Closing Hours
The Library will be open until
10 p.m., Saturday instead of the
regular 5 p.m. closing, Dr. A.
Robert Rogers, director, announced today.
Dr. Rogers said the temporary
change in hours has been made to
allow students to use the Library
more in studying for final exams.

They're Growing, Grow . . .

Officer Warns Students
Of Parking Violations
Students are reminded there is
no parking east of the Maintenance Bldg. with the exception of
state vehicles and cars being loaded to go home for vacation, according to A. J. Galbraith, assistant chief security officer.
Mr. Galbraith also recommends
that students loading to go home
put a note on the car to avoid
having it ticketed.
He also called attention to illegally parked cars which have
been snowbound, stalled, etc.
There is a one hour "gratis" period in which the students are permitted to move the car. After that
period, the car will be subject to
fine, Galbraith said.

THE CROWDS in the Carnation Room have been growing larger and larger
each day as finale near. Student! studying there tar they like having an atmosphere where they can also eat snacks and drink collee.
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LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

Letters To The Editor
Justice Somerlot, being a member
I Was Embarassed
of the discipline board would
Dear Sir:
"afford tremendous experience
Dr. Bauer has asked students to
and knowledge, especially for those
"investigate, evaluate, and give
members, such as myself, who
your decUion" on several existing
plan to attend law school." I perregulations. He cited restrictions
sonally
don't feel the students of
on communication during rush.
Bowling Green State University
Let me give one concrete example
should be subjected to 'guinea pig
to help students evaluate the worth
tactics' by these so called future
of such restrictions.
lawyers.
Last Tuesday, acting as a reSomerlot goes on to add that
presentative of the Speech Departthree members of Student Court
ment, I was asked to show two
had intentions of pursuing a law
high school senior girls around
degree. This goes against the basic
the campus. Naturally, they wantbelief that a jury-which in a real
ed to see the freshmen dormitory.
court system determines the guilt
However, I could not go into Founor innocence of an accused personders with my guests because I am
should be made up of a variety of
a sorority woman. They toured
peoples with different abilities,
Founders alone while I waited outbackgrounds, intelligence, etc.
side. We did get into West Hall
Also, many of our leading socioafter I signed myself in and out,
logists and criminoligists have
stating the exact time, my purpointed out that "peer group
pose, and destination.
judgements" should not be used
Much has been said about unibecause the "peer group" tends to
versity restrictions and how they
be more critical. Thus, this is not
affect the lives of students on camin its purest sense, real justice for
pus. But what about the outside
the accused person.
impression? How do you explain
I would like to suggest that a
the purpose of a regulation that
compromise be reached that an
restricts the communication of a
accused student have the right to
twenty-one year old senior or anychooso whether he would like to
one for that matter? My purpose
bo tried by Student Court or his
was not to rush freshmen women.
personal dean. This is only in the
I was trying to sell my university
interest of justice for all.
to prospective students. Needless
Larry Barker
to say, I was embarrassed. What
was I selling? Or, rather, what are
they buying?
Evaluates University
Susan Gray
Dear Sir:
After an event takes place, an
evaluation of such generally folKangaroo Court
lows. As a senior taking leave of
Dear Sir:
BGSU, evaluating my four years
In the words of John Love,
here, I find one prominent situa"Seldom has this column been
tion which I hope can be changed
directed to influence a specific
and improved in the near future.
group. Today it will be. That
That is the quality of instruction
group is Faculty Senate." The only
received in many courses. There
difference being that 1 would like are no educational standards set up
the senate to vote down the confor college instructors as there aro
sideration to expand the jurisdicfor secondary and elementary
tion of Student Court for many
teachers. Therefore, we have inreasons.
structors who know their area
First, let's face it, Student
but nre unable to convey this to
Court is nothing more than a kantheir students. We have instructors
garoo court which just gives a
who consider having to teach a
■elected few n chance to play the
Kin level course as punishment.
role of Judge Roy Bean and Perry
Other instructors allow no acaMason.
demic freedom in their classes;
It was stated by Chief Justice still others who base grades on
Somerlot that it (Student Court)
class attendence and other things
allows "students to judge other
which have no connection with the
students by their own standards."
subject being taught. Future teaThis statement fails to point out,
chers would have trouble keeping
however, that in order to judge a
a job if they taught their classes in
student one must meet certain
the same way they were taught in
standards (gradewise, etc.) to be
some education courses.
on Student Court.
Students should be given the
Thus, one can plainly see that opportunity or should make their
because of these standards only a
own opportunity to voice their discertain aspect of our student popapproval in such a way as to be efulation has a chance to sit in
fective in creating a change.
judgement. In the words of Chief
Sharon Loyd

Anti-Sensitivity Art Exhibit
Ending Month-Long Run
From $-100 to $1,500, to notfor-salc, is the range of prices

of pictures comprising the
Anti-Sensitivity Art Show in
the Fine Arts nailery ending
Friday, Jan. 29.
"Flirtation" by Raoul Middleman in the Arts lildg. entranceway
previews the art type on display.
Bold colors with little shading
supports nrt critic, Ivnn C. Karp's
statement about the art: "It does
not criticize. It only records."
Anti-Sensitivity art "does not
tell us what it feels to be living
through the present moment of
civilization—it is merely part of
the evidence of that civilization.
Its social effect is simply to reconcile us to a world of commodities,

UCF Opens Doors
For Studious Students
All facilities of the United
Christian Fellowship Center will
be available to students for study
from now through finals week,
according to the Rev. M. Eugene
Davis, director of UCF.
The center will remain open
every day until 11 p.m. As an
added convenience, coffee will be
served each night at 9:30.
It is located at the corner of
Ridge and Thurstin streets.

humilities, and vulgarities." says
Hilton Kramer, art critic.
Common subjects are the basis
for this art style. In the center of
the gallery two Mott's Apple Juice
cartons form a three-dcmensional
painting by Andy Warhol. Cut
from wood, the boxes are silk
screened with the commercial label
of the juice company.
Blue, black, and white compose
n silhouette of "Bride and Groom"
by Idelc Weber.
IVArcangelo has painted the
driver's view from car rear-view
mirrors into mirrors and framed
them.

260 New Students
Accepted In Spring
Approximately 260 new admissions have been accepted for the
spring semester.
Acording to Thomas J. Colancr,
director of admissions, this figure
includes about 190 freshman applicants and 70 transfer students.
"This is the largest number of
admissions for the spring semester
to be accepted in the last four
years," said Mr. Colaner.
The registration and orientation program for the new students will begin at 1 p.m. Thuraday, Feb. 4, when the residence
halls will be opened to them.
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Air Force Cadets
Earn Pilot Wings
In FIP Training
The Bowling Green State University Air Force ROTC detachment has two new "flying falcons."
Cadets Douglas Lobser and Robert White have earned their
"wings" by completing the Air
Force's flight instruction program.
Both cadet officers completed the
final requirement—the successful
completion of a flight check administered by a Federal Aviation
Agency flight examiner—Wednesday afternoon at the University
airport.
Lobser and White earned their
private pilot's licenses after four
months of study in aerodynamics,
weather, federal air regulations,
flight computer operation, radio
communications, and weather.
The first two of the twenty-six
cadets enrolled in the program to
earn their pilot's licenses, Looser
and White plan on continuing their
flying as professional Air Force
pilots after graduation in June.
An integral part of the Air
Force ROTC program, the flight
instruction program consists of
30 W hours of flight time paid for
by the government. One of the
purposes of the program is to determine individual's aptitude for
further flight training. Elimination of one individual due to lack
of aptitude results in considerable
savings in further flight training
expenses.

Editor Issues Call
For Inkstone Copy
"Semester break might provide
some students with time to compose something creative," hopes
John MacPhedran, editor of Inkstone.
"The call is out again," he said,
"for graduate and undergraduate
students to submit their writings
of poetry, prose, and art to the
third issue of this literary publication." MacPhedran also added
that contributors could write satire and parody. He added: "For
tho first time in three-year history of the publication, cash
awards will be presented for the
best selections of undergraduate
prose and poetry."
Contributors can submit their
material to Inkstone, in care of
the English department, MacPhedran said.
"The deadline for submitting
material," MacPhedran announced, "is March 7, 1965." MacPhedran said this year's Inkstone should
appear on sale the second or third
week in May.
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Council Turtle

To Vie For Tie
Turtles are notorious for lack
of speed, but to place eighteenth in
a turtle race is downright embarrassing. That's where the University entry finished in last year's
International Turtle Race held in
Washington, D.C.
In last year's race, the turtle
from Tufts University raced across
the finish line. 36 feet away, in
the record-breaking speed of nearly one minute.
It's not whether you win or lose,
but how you play the game that
counts, and with this philosophy.
Student Council decided at its Dec.
3 meeting to finance the entry of
nnother turtle in next year's race,
to be held Feb. 20 at American
University in Washington, D.C.
Student Council President Chris
Seeger said that the chairman of
the race informed him that if inclement weather prohibits the Universty from finding its next entry, the racing committeo will
gladly purchase a fine "racer" for
the University from a turtle farm
in Wisconsin.
Proceeds from the race will be
donated to the Muscular Dystrophy
Foundation, Seeger said.
Turtle racing buffs will be interested in knowing that the owner
of the turtle farm stipulated that
his turtles only race on Sundays.

AWS Legislative Board
Appoints 2 Freshman
Susan Nomina of West Hall and
Jackie Yoder of Harmon Hall have
been chosen as freshman representatives to the AWS Legislative
Board. The selection of the two
girls was made on the basis of
grades, outstanding high school
activities, and their activities on
the campus during the first semester.
At the present time Miss Nomina is a member of the University A Capella Choir, Workshop
Players, and Newman Club. Majoring in English, her mid-term point
average was a 2.5.
During her first semester at
the University her activities include the PEM (physical education majors) Club, WIA representative, as well as being a member
of the University's Interscholastic
Hockey Team.

University Students
Breed Mediocrity

IT FBED ENDHES
News Associate Editor
Several years ago, before 1 had of these places, listen for a moment. Chances are good you'll hear
really thought much about life,I
heard a speech by a then-college someone talking about "lucking
senior. The speech was given to out" on his history exam, or "forging" a high school principal's siga group of Rotarians, and was ennature on his never-at.tended
titled, "The Challenge of Mediocrity."
"class observance" report.
In the dorms and fraternity
There was but one problem with
houses, count the number of stuthe speech: it was given to the
wrong audience. The men in the
dents who stay up half the night
cramming for an exam or doing a
audience were business leaders;
they had not obtained their posi- shoddy job on a project which is
tions through shoddy work,
due at 8 o'clock the next morning.
through just getting by, through
This is mediocrity, and this is
a devil-may-care attitude—through
a challenge to us all. Do we sit by
mediocrity.
and go with the rest of the crowd.
They had worked hard, sacriIn other words, do we conform to
ficed, selected goals and then
the lower educational standards of
worked towards them. Mediocrity
some of our fellow classmates?
had played no part.
Or do we take pride in doing a
A sad thing to witness is the
good job, a job that merits personvast amount of mediocrity on the
al satisfaction, a job we can show
Bowling Green campus. Through
someone and say proudly, "I did
rationalization or some other psythis. It is the best I can do."
chological
defense
mechanism,
Final examinations start Monstudents satisfy themselves with
day. Whether you know it or not,
the thought, "Oh well, I'll get by."
you have until then to make the
And get by they will. If they
most important decision in your
need a 2-point to stay in school,
life. For when you graduate, if,
they'll get a 2-point. If passing a
you graduate, the type of worlj
course means getting a 70 on an
you did in college, and the attitu
examination, they'll study just
with which you did it, will foil
hard enough to get that 70.
you in all you do.
The trouble with mediocrity, beDo you then, float along witlh
ing satisfied with a sub-standard
the crowd on a rising current olf
attempt, is that it breeds further
mediocrity? Or do you removw
mediocrity. You can see it today,
yourself now, before the stream
right now, all around you, in the
rushes over the imminent waterNest, the dormitory, the fraterfall to come to rest finally in '.a
nity or sorority houses.
stagnate pool of mire?
Look around. As you sit in one

Interview Schedule
land, all aroaa; Mansfield Public Schools.
Mansfield, Ohio, all aroaa; Rowland
School District. Rowland Height*. Calif..
ln'MsialtWi nondlna; Wool Qiaufa
Schooli, Cbesterland. Ohio, Inloraatlon
ponding.
FRIDAY
City ol Detroit. Mich., business and
liboral arta; Swlfl 4 Co., general budneee.
Industrial managomonl, saloa; Port luron
Schools. Port Huron. Mich., elementary,
all othor aroaa EXCEPT oociol aUdloa
and physical education; Uborty 'enter
Local Schools. Ubarty Cantor. Ohiq eleraonlary, HPE (Mon), industrial <yte. matheraatics, sdanco, social studi.s. apodal
oducatlon malo In olomontary with maslor'l In administration lor adntnl strati ve
work; Kolloqg Co.. Information tending;
Dufl Truck Lino, general bualnoaa. «alee.
transportation; Pontlac Schools, Pon'ac,
Mich..
information
pending:
Wllls-d
Schools Willard. Ohio, apodal education.
■pooch and hearing, speech and dramatics.

Repreaentatls-es from the following comKniai will b« on campus lh« week ol
b. 10 to interview interested students.
Appointments rnr Interviews may bo obtalnod al Iho Placomonl Office. 501 Administration Blda.
WEDNESDAY
Owtm Corn'nq Flberglaas Corp.. businois and Liboral Arts; West Vlrainia
Pulp 6 Paper Co., sales marketing, builraaa a<*mln'st~ation;
Kaufman'a Dept.
Store, economics, general business, retailing, bualnoaa administration, homo
economics (clothlnq); Amharat Exempted
Village School*.
Amharat Ohio, art,
alamantary, English, industrial arta, languages; Torranca Unified School Dial.. Information pendinq; Norwalk—La Mlrada
Schools, Norwalk, Calif., olemantary, HPE
(Man & Woman), homo aconomlca. industrial aflt. Marathon OH Co., aalei-aeneral
buslnaaa. Totalling; Cincinnati Schools,
Cincinnati, Ohio, rotor to Inlormatlon
shoot, naodi aro man*.
THURSDAY
Baltimore. County Schools, TOWBOB. Mary-
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Specializing in
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SEA FOODS
and

FINE BEVERAGES

KAUFMAN'S
163 S. Main
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Von Poppel Gets Green Light
Hinesight

High-Flying DePaul Demons Seek Revenge
By LARRY DONALD
News Assistant Sports Editor

Warren Scholler might have a
few anxieties about it.

There is a rather ominous
silhouette looming over Anderson Arena this week and it
is not a small wonder that

*

The silhouette is that of ■ Blue
Demon and rt is the same Blue
Demon which Scholler and his
Falcon basketball crew tangle with
tomorrow night in DePaul.

^^

1

I

This is largely the same team
which strode into Anderson Arena
last year with a glittering 20-2
record, a ranking among the top
ten teams in the nation and a bid
to the National Invitational Tournament. But they ran into a 49point effort by Howard Komives
and suffered their third loss of the
season, 89-80.
At the time coach Ray Meyers
vowed to avenge the Falcon upset.
Now, one year later, he appears
ready for the kill.
Meyer, head coach for 23 years
at DePaul, has guided this edition
of the Blue Demons to a glittering
12-2 record thus far. They won the
Oklahoma All-College basketball
tourney during the holidays and
have lost only to Indiana and
Louisville.
Captain Jim Murphy has been
the leading scorer with a 16.3
average. He has received plenty of
support from junior forward Don
Swanson and Jesse Nash, both of
whom are averaging nearly 14
points per game.
The other starters 6-10 center
Dave Mills and 6-0 guard Tom
Meyer, son of the coach, both are
near the 10 point mark.
Bowling Green will roll into the
contest with a 3-8 mark. The Falcons latest effort was a losing one
last weekend at Miami.
Bob Dwors continues to pace

the scoring department with a
19.8 average. Running in the number two spot is rejuvenated guard
Nick Aloi.
Since returning from his week
in self-exile, the junior playmaker has scored well, as is evidenced by his 33 points against
Western Michigan, 20 against
Miami, and 19 against Kent in
the three most recent games.
Aloi will carry a 12.2 average
into the contest.
*'\Ve have been improving every
game and if the sophomores score.
I think we can give them a real
good game," commented Scholler.
"They have a real fine team, but
we have seen plenty of those this
season."
Scholler also indicated that Bob
Van Poppel would be in uniform
for the game. The 6-5 junior center, out since the first game with
a fractured ankle, was given the
green light by doctors Monday.
Van Poppel will be worked back
into the line-up slowly and may
be used as a spot man for a while,
according to Scholler.
The series between DePaul and
Bowling Green is a relatively
young one dating back to the
Blue Demons win over the Falcons
in the NIT during the 19J5 season. Since that date 13 games have
played between the two with the
Falcons holding a 7-6 advantage.

Frosh Wrestling Squad Flexes
Muscles For 2nd Straight Win
WHEN THE FALCONS lake the courl tomorrow night In DePaul'. Alumni
Hall Arena, sophomore guard Tom Selple will take a leading role In their victory
hopes. The former Ottawa HUU standout Is averaging seven points per gam*
and has been an excellent floor general.

20% OFF

Complete Stock of
Winter Jackets

30% OFF

Sports
Coats

JUST RECEIVED! Large Shipment of
Sta-Prest LEVIS
Several styles and colors to choose from

HITMAN'S MEN'S JEWELRY
147 North Main Street

HAPPY TALK
TvintYirteitwl
fish liki thlil"
"How about that
tartar siucil"

Tvifottshm
anothir onil"

HOT FISH
SANDWICH
This Offer Good
Friday, January 22, 1965
Duo to last Friday'! Billiard,
wo aro repeating this special

5

Bowling Green's yearling wrestlers trampled the Adrian
College varsity crew, 25-3, Tuesday for their second triumph
in as many outings.
The freshmen, coached by former varsity mat star Bill
Regnier, drubbed Hillsdale, 24-7, in their initial victory several
weeks ago.
Ilellardmen were pitted against
Varsity coach Bruce BelEastern's varsity while the yearlard calls the yearling team
lings faced its junior varsity.
"one of the better ones" and conBellard is quick to laud his
tends that it makes available about
upporclassmen, particularly his
a dozen wrestlers of college calirookie crop.
ber for next year.
"The sophomores have pretty
much carried the ball," said the
Bellard is especially pleased
veteran mentor.
with the performances of Bill Burkel, a 123-pound state champion
He singled out second year-men
from Cleveland John Marshall; Ted Joe Krisko, Dan Turis, Jim NoltClark, in the 137-pound class from
ing, and Jim Mct'umber for their
Oregon Clay; and Craig Bowwan,
fine efforts thus far in the cama 177-pounder who qualified for
paign and also praised the work of
the Olympic tryouts but had to
veterans Jim Moore, Mel Foels,
drop out because of illness.
and Bill Protz.
•

•

e

At press time last night, the
varsity and freshman grupplers
took on the Eastern Michigan matmen in a simultaneous meet. The

Mermen To Entertain
Loyola, Visit Ball St.
A couple of victories this weekend are the goals the determined
Falcon tankers have set for themselves as they play host to Loyola
of Chicago tonight and then visit
Ball State tomorrow afternoon.
The Loyola meet will begin at
7:30 p.m. in the Natatorium.
Last year Loyola turned back
the Falcons 61-35, but this season
may bring about a change as the
Falcons will try to rebound from
their loss to Western last week.
Currently the swimmers own a
4-2 record overall and are 0-1
in the Mid-American Conference.

Entering last night's meet,
Protz had a string of six victories
and an undefeated slate through
two previous seasons.
Bellard commented that the
varsity is progressing well with the
only major problems being the unpredictable* — namely injuries.
"This isn't like football where
you can substitute. If a wrestler
is injured, he loses."
Through the rest of the season,
Bellard expects the toughest opposition to come from within the
Mid-American Conference, especially Kent and Toledo. And in
non-conference competition, he
figures Notre Dame to be rough.
The varsity will remain idle
until Jan. 30, when it travels to
Ball State. That will be the second
meeting of the two squads this
season. The Falcons nipped the
Cardinals in a quadrangular meet
at Western Michigan on Dec. 5.

OHIO'S FIRST AND FINEST SKI RESORT

n Snowfalls
MANSFIELD

for

NEW Litts/HEW Slopes/NEW Excitement!
$

1

MM* for FREE Foldtr

SNOW TRAILS SKI AREA
P.O. Box 160—Mansfield, Ohio
Phone (419) 522-7393

PLEASE CALL AHEAD

NEW and USED TEXTS

Yon Save Tuna, Too

BEE-GEE BOOK STORE

No Waiting 4
Mo Tlppbie
110 E. Wi

1424 E. WOOSTER
(Across from Harshmrm)

Approx. Opening Date: Jan. 25

Homp of thp World'*; Greatest 15C Hamburger!
FISH AND FRIES EVERY FRIDY

contracts before their eligibility is completed, and assistant
coaches "moonlighting" for the pros, this seems to be the
only solution.
Fortunately, there is an alternative that should pacify
everyone. Having been in cocould try hurling the cannonball.
lonial Williamsburg, Va., over
It's simple, just throw the ninethe Christmas break and attending
pound ball farther than any other
Colonial Sports Day, one can rest contestant. This was particularly
assured that eighteenth century
popular among the colonial ladies.
athletic contests would be sure to
Those who prefer a game of
thrill today's most demanding
chance would certainly enjoy the
sports fan.
old fashion penny pitch. This involves tossing big English pennies
What could
be more excit- six feet into a small pot on a tripod.
ing than a quoit
pitching c o nPenny pitching could develop
test?
Thomas
into an excellent winter sport in
Jefferson
and
which crowds could pack Memorial
■ John Marshall
Hall to watch the University's
| both favored
finest penny pitchers face other
this game. It schools.
was the early
Most popular of the colonial
version of sports on this campus certainly
BILL HINE
horseshoes.
would have to be bowling on the
Quoits were
green.
metal rings about five inches in
diameter that were pitched at
opposing stakes. The military,
however, found quoits too expensive, and turned to using their
horses' shoes.
Or how about an intercollegiate
greased pole climbing tenm? Do
as the colonists did and put a small
bag of silver on top of the 25-foot
pole for incentive. Knowing Bowling Green students, with some
money at the top, it wouldn't take
them long to shimmy up the slippery pole.
Those wanting to risk a hernia

35c

A ball with the weight off cen.
tcr is used to roll down a grass
lane about 20 yards long. The
object is to roll the ball closer—
than any other participant can—
to a foul line, skill is necessary
since the weighted balls do not
roll straight.
With this insight into the heritage of American sports, and the
mess college football is now in,
we hope the initntive is taken by
the National Collegiate Athletic
Association to re-establish these
forgotten sports as a new era in
intercollegiate athletics.

I Intramural Cage Standings I
INTRAMURAL
STANDINGS THROUGH JAN. if
w t
Fraternity "A" League
T 0
Sigma Chl'e
Phi Delia
7 a
Kappa Slgmae
• i
Slq Epe
• i
4 1
SAE'e
1)11 ■
4 1
4 1
Phi Taus
Pike.
4 3
Betas
9 1
ATO'e
1 4
De'te
9 4
1 S
Theta Chl'e
Phi Pel's
1 •
0 7
Alpha Phi Alphas
0 7
ZBTe
0 T
Alpha Slge
W L
Fraternllr "S" League
• 0
Phi Delte
Slqma Chl'e
• 1
Pike.
« 1
I 9
ATOe
DUe
1 4
5 9
Kappa Slgmae
9 9
Slq Epe
9 1
Theta Chl'e
1 7
Betas
SAEe
1 7
1 7
Beta
Upp«rc!oB« Laagu*
Hit or HIM
Bachelor*
Barf-Owls
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Drunks
Couli
BttsVBstetf

Panthor*
Shatiol So*'
MiBboqoIs
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Coach Mlckoy Cochran* announcoi thai tboro will bo a mooting of all Taralty and froahman la- ,
cross* playors at 4 p.m.. Fob. 9. ,
In 101 Mon's Gym.
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Es.qu.roi
Wondon
■•'•all
FugitWsMi
Brian
Echelons
GOB HOUIB Qaacj
Irish
Bumi
Piyih Grads
»•• Poo*

UoNn
Mob

Alumni Will Follow
Falcons To DePaul
James E. Hof, alumni director,
reports that arrangements are being made for a group of alumni to
again accompany the basketball
team when the Falcons play DePaul University tomorrow, in Chicago.
Earlier this year, a group of
alumni traveled with the team to
Madison, Wis., to watch the Wisconsin-BG game.
Following the game, an informal
social discussion will be held at
the Golden Ox Restaurant in Chicago.
Arrangements have been made
for alumni and guests, by the University Alumni Office and the DePaul Athletic Ticket Office to set
aside a block of lbO seats in DePaul's Alumni Hall Arena, as near
as possible to the Bowling Green
bench.

JANUARY CLEARANCE
on

ALL SPORTSWEAR
at the

STYLE CENTER
Corner of Wooster and Main Street

Want a really

352-4S73

Foot Window SccTte*

HAMBURGERS

By BILL HINE
News Sports Columnist
It's high time college football was abolished. With all the
commotion and controversy over some players signing pro

Just 2 minutes from Interstate 71 & Ohio 13

FOB LARGE ORDERS

*m&.

NCAA Should Bring Back
18th Century Sports Event

We will Stock Texts for All BGSU
Courses
Come in and Look us over

good HOMEMADE

Pisanello's
Pizza

We Use
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DURING EXAM WEEK OPEN
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3 Men Plan Research Projects
Authorized Under NSF Grants

'What's Going On?'

By IFC For Spring Rush

Three seniors are engaged in special research projects
this semester under the Undergraduate Science Research Program, sponsored by the Ohio Academy of Science.
Howard Aldrich, Dennis Overman, and Steven E. Toth,
science majors, are participating in the program.
The subject of Aldrich's study is "Belief Systems (Religious) and Their Relation- Dr. Karl M. Schurr, assistant proship to Information." Dr. fessor of biology, is his adviser.
Arthur G. Ncnl, assistant professor of sociology, is his faculty advisor for the research.
"Developing Effects of the Use
of Microelectroiles in the Chick
Embryo Itrain" is the subject of
Overman's stuily. His faculty adviser is Dr. Carl W. Hallberg,
professor of biology.
Toth's subject of study is "Problema in Marine Hydroid Morphogenesis Sexual Differentation."

Classified
Classified ad» may be called In Mon
days and Thursday!, 4-5 p.m., oxl. 3344.
or »nt lo the B G News OIHce. Halm
are 32c per line for 1 day. 30c per Unit
for two daya. 27c per Una for 3 days,
and 25c per line for 4 days or more.
Loit and Found ads are only 16c per
line, minimum lines U two.
BUSINESS and PERSONAL
Fait, accurate, reasonable priced typing! Paper* or themes. Call 352-7843.
Plan now for apartment rentale. (urn.
and unfurn.. for June & Sept. Contact
Berry & Son Realty. Ph. 3546491.
Coming soon: "Simple Slmo" and her
trained eeali. Call Devlna. 37 Proul.
Roomi for rent for 2nd semelter. Call
353-5462.
Sewing. Ironing, alteration! & babysitting In my home. Phone 686 2181.
STUDENT, roomi
145 S. Enterprise
Phone 353 8241 after 3.
Will do babysitting.
CaU 3545831
after 6 p.m.
Rooms for rent: 2 single, furnished. Resonable. Call 354-1441, 254 S. Summit.
Will buy, sell, or trade furn., appl.. and
guns. Call George Heers. 3533155.
THE SECOND HAND SHOP
Anyone witnessing an accident late
Friday night In front o| the Sigma Chi
House, please contact John Florentine,
Sigma Chi House, ext. 403. Any cooperation would be appreciated.

The program financed by a
grant from the National Science
Foundation, is open to college upperclassmen, who conduct research
and submit papers reporting their
findings. The purpose is to encourage student research and to
provide experience in communieuting results to others.
The papers then must be approved by the faculty adviser, and
those selected by the OAS program chairmen will be presented
by the authors at the annual meeting of the Ohio Academy at Ohio
University in April. They also may
be considered for publication in
the Ohio Journal of Science.
Fields of research include: zoology, plant science, geology, medical icienee, physics, astronomy,
mathematics, engineering geography, chemistry, science education,
anthropology, sociology, psychology, conservation, and genetics.
Travel and living expenses up to
$r>0 will be provided where needed
for students selected to present
their papers to the professional
scientists. Juniors and seniors still
may register through the Ohio
Academy of Science, 505 King
Avc., Columbus, Ohio 43201.

Counselor Positions
Available For Men
Applications for counselor posi.
tions in residence hulls are being
accepted by the Office of the
Dean of Men.
Deadline for completed applications is Feb. 2H, Gerald M. Arndt,
assistant dean of men has announced. Application blanks may
be obtained from the Office of the
Denn of Men or from the head
resident of the applicant's residence hall.
To qualify for a counselor position, applicants must be full-time
students. Rising sophomores, juniors, anil seniors are eligible. Students who have not previously
lived in residence hnlls, and students who have commuted are encouraged to apply, Mr. Arndt said.
Compensation for counselor services begins ut $«;!() for an academic yenr.

Free Association Planned

ANOTHER RIOT? No. only a number of ambitious men students participating
In their favorite sport, football. Weather appears to be no obstacle to these allweather sports enthusiasts. This game was played behind Hanna Hall, and at
least the competition was "heated."

Nomination Forms Due Soon
For Student Body Election
All student council representatives and executive officers
for Student Body will be elected March 25, 1965, according to
Student Council President Chris SeegerNomination forms for the offices have been sent to all
fraternity, sorority, dormitory presidents, and to other individuals throughout the campus, Seeger said.
"These people cither can lengthy and difficult, it is imperanominate themselves or other tive that those individuals who are
individuals for the positions," Seeger announced. "The positions
open for candidates arc student
council representatives for the
senior, junior, and sophomore
classes," he said.
Student Body offices to be filled are president, secretary, and
treasurer. The candidate for president who obtains the second highest number of votes automatically
becomes vice president.
Students running for student
body offices must have an accumulative grade point average of
'2.1 ('undiiites for student council
representative must have a 2.5
accumulative grade point average.
Seeger emphasized that nomination forms nui.-t be returned to his
office in the Alumni House by
Jan. 2!l. lie said the Senior Nominating Committee then will send
out application blanks for candidates to complete, then return.
Seeger said the committee then
will decide on the candidates to
appear on the March 25 ballot.
"Because the process uf interviewing, making decisions, and selecting the candidates will be very

nominated complete and return the
forms as soon as possible," he
said.
Nomination blanks also are
available in the Student Activities
Office.
In appealing to the student
body, Seeger said, "I believe it is
every student's responsibility to
take an active part in nominating
their classmates for a position."

Specific interpretation of the Interfraternity Council constitution has resulted in some definite changes in rush rules
this year.
Gary Victor, IFC secretary, said that because of a mistake in the use of the word "an" in last year's drafting of the
constitution there has been a change in the interpretation of
the rules governing "free assemester, or a 2.0 accumlative
sociation" between fraternity grade average.
men and rushees.
The IBM card system will be
Victor said that during Spring used. On the first day of rush, the
Rush there will be free association rushees will be divided into two
between fraternity men and rush- groups with both groups visiting
ees. The only exception to this nine houses on each of the first
rule denies free association in bars two nights.
and private fraternity parties.
The rushees will be given an
The IFC announced Jan. 15,
that there is a change in rush IBM card at each house they
schedules from the one previously visit until they have visited all
posted in the University calendar. 18 fraternities.
Rush will now begin Feb. 15, in
The rushees will turn into the
stead of Feb. 16.
IFC office on the third day the
Registration for closed rush cards of the six to eight fraterniwill begin the first week back from
semester break. Registration starts
Feb. 11, from 2:30 to 6:30 p.m.
and continues Feb. 12, from 2:30
to 5:30 p.m. The last day for registration is Feb. 13, from 9 a.m.
to 6 p.m.
Rushees qualifications state that
the student must have a grade
average of 2.0 from the previous

LOST: Small turtle, answers to the name
of George. CaU Richie Harms. 1 Prout.
LOST: *50 Thursday morning In the
vicinity of Union & Williams Hall. Reward: A clear conscience. CaU Alex,
ext. 552.

CIA "L
rT-"'

"issir

Shown at 7:20 & 8:30. Matinee Sat. & Sun—Cont. from 2:00 p.m.

A New James Bond Thriller
SEAN CONNERY as agent 007

'GOLDFINGER'
Win,

Honor Blackman as "Pussy Galore"
In Blushing Color

On Nov. 22, 1910, the city of
Bowling Green, Ohio, was officially
notified that it had been chosen as
the site for what is now Bowling
(ireen State University.

STARTS WED., JANUARY 29
LESLIE CARON
"FATHER'
CARY GRANT In
GOOSE

WANT ADS GET RESULTS AND

B-G NEWS ADS ARE A

Robert's 122Fine
Foods, Inc.
E. Washington

Nof

LOSTi A plastic case containing ideallicallon and key. Call Marsha. 310 East

LOST and FOUND
LOST: Pair of light gray glasses. Vicinity of WRC Ian. 4. CaU Ralph. 43
Shatisl.

On the last night of parties, tk
rushee will receive a blank formjal
invitation and bid which he nflll
return to the IFC office by noo
Feb. 27.

Starts
Wed. Jan. 20

Room vacancies for rent for men. 2nd
semester. Applications now being taken.
Private entrance. Third floor recreation room. 353-1701.

Apt for rent. 3 rm. furn.. upstalds. $50
per mo. plus utilities. Prefer married
couple. Ph. 3536574 before 3>30. 307
N. Enterprise.

ties they want to revisit. These
IBM cards will then be used to register them for additional rush
parties. This system will continue
until Feb. 26.

VALUES

Family Style Sunday
Steaks—Chops—Sea Food
Dinners
Fancy Sandwiches
OPEN SEVEN DAYS A WEEK
Mon. through Thurs. 11:00 a.m.—8:00 p.m.
Fri. through Sun. 11:00 a.m.—9:00 p.m.
Always Ample Free Parking

A Nice Place to Dine With Your Friends
or Family

Line
LOST and FOUND ADS NOW ONLY 16cPer

ALL OTHER ADS
FOR RENT
FOR SALE
/
RIDES WANTED
RIDES AVAILABLE I
Personal & Business]

1 Day 32<£.
2 Days 30c£.
3 Days 27&
4 Days or
more 25oE.

The B-G News' want ads contain bargains that may be of interest to
you. Why not cfeecfr them regularly?

COME INTO THE B-G NEWS OFFICE
OR ORDER BY PHONE
HOURS—3:30-5:00 on Monday and Thursdays.

PHONE—Ext. 344

r
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Honor Society

J Of 3 Mentioned

To Dissolve
Book and Motor, the University's oldest honor society, is being
dissolved. Established in r.'ll.
Book and Motor is a local allcampus scholastic honor society
which chooses its members without preference to college or major.
Phi Kappa Phi. national scholastic honor society which was established at the University last
spring, closely parallels Book and
Motor.
University policy does not permit duplicate organizations on
campus, so Book and Motor members voted to dissolve the group.
"Book and Motor is a local organization which doesn't have the
prestige that a national honorary
has," said Lewis F. Manhnrt, professor of business administration
and adviser of Book and Motor.
"Its objective has always been to
become national."
The last members of Book and
Motor will graduate in the spring.
Some alumni members already
have initiated into Phi Kappa Phi.
Phi Kappa Phi initiates juniors
who have at least a 3.75 accumulative point average and seniors
who have at least n .1.5 accumulative point average.

'Old Hands' Prepare
For 'Prepared Hands'
Ten pairs of University bridge
players will participate in a National Intercollegiate Bridge Tournament at 1:15 p.m. Sunday in
the Ohio Suite.
Students will lie playing the
same IS prepared hands which
have been sent to colleges and universities in the United States and
Canada. If a local pair has the
highest par score for this region,
they will he aenl to Chicago for a
national group tournament.
Prizes for highest ranking players for the first semester will be
awarded at the regular meeting.
Dr. Robert Keefe, professor of
health and physical education, is
in charge of the tournaments.
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SITTING ON STUDENT COURT cm. l.ft to right.
Justice* Philip Armstrong. Thomas Vakorics. Janet Wonch.

AdvUor Dr. Russoll Docks*. ChUI Jusllco Douglas Somorlol, Justlcos Raymond Mundy. and Charlens Philips.

Jerome Approves Peer Judgement' Proposal
Student Court has received
expanded jurisdiction as the
result of President William T.
Jerome's approval of a proposal which gives the court
power to try major cases of
student discipline.
The peer judgment proposal
was passed by the Faculty Senate
Jan. 20.

the Student Court had jurisdiction
only in traffic violations.
Somerlot said that members of
the court have drawn up internal
and mechanical procedures for
handling discipline cases. They
have set no specific rules for
judging discipline cases.
"We intend to handle this on a
case-to-case basis," Somerlot said.
"We will judge each case on its
own merits, but at the same time

will try to gain experience on each
case as we proceed through the
semester."
In establishing the procedures
for the discipline board, Somerlot
said the court checked with other
colleges in the Mid-American Conference which had similar boards.
He added that the University's
discipline board is the only one in
the MAC whose membership consists of students only.

The recommendation, passed by
Student Council last March, and
which received approval by the
Board of Trustees two months
later, gives Student Court the
power to try students charged with
disorderly conduct, destruction of
property, gambling, violations of
housing and liquor regulations and
theft.
As a result of the expanded
jurisdiction, Douglas Somerlot,
chief justice, said that Student
Court will take on additional
duties as a Student Discipline
Board. The new board is made up
of the same seven students who
serve on Student Court.
Members of the court meet
twice a week to judge traffic cases
and will meet as a discipline board
whenever called upon. Formerly,

from businesses with international
holdings. Marathon Oil Co. has provided ■ large grant for the international business program, part of
which is helping to underwrite Dr.
Owens seven months study in Switzerland.
Dr. Owens, who earned his doctorate at the University of Pennsylvania's Wharton School of Fin.
ance and is a specialist in international finance, intends to study
the European business climate
from three different points of
view: the American business firms,
the American banks and insurance
companies, and the European
banks and finance systems.
Two months of his time will be
spent with the Swiss Credit Bank
in Zurich, where he will associate
with the world's top international
financiers and gain a first hand
knowledge of international finance.
This knowledge, he said, will be
the basis for a new series of
courses within the special international business program which
he will establish after returning
to the University next September.

University President William T. Jerome is one of three
persona being speculated as the next president of the University of Michigan, according to an article in the student newspaper there.
In a recent editorial in the Michigan Daily, editor Noil
Berkson commented that the names of Dr. Jerome, Defense
Secretary Robert McNamara, and Roger Heyne, president of
academic affairs at Michigan all were mentioned in "informal
speculation" concerning the successor to 1'. of M. President
llaiian Hatcher.
Dr. Hatcher will step down from his post at Ann Arbor
in two years at the mandatory retirement age of 69.
In a telephone interview, liorkson told the News he obtained the information from "informal conversations" with
sources he would not reveal.
Berkson said the article he wrote included a great deal
of "name dropping on my part," but he added that his sources
had regarded Dr. Jerome as being under informal consideration as the next president at Michigan His article referred to
Dr. Jerome as a "young progressive on his way up."
The editor of the Student daily newspaper did admit, however, that "no official machinery is in operation yet" 1<> chose
the next president at Michigan.
"But 1 think that for the next two years," Berkson said.
"Dr. Jerome's name will continue to be under consideration."
When asked to comment on the editorial, Dr. Jerome
said that he gave "about as much credence to the article in the
Michigan Daily as he did to other interpretive reports printed
by the American press today."
President Hatcher is planning to retire in 1967 after 16
years at his post.
The University of Michigan has an enrollment of more
than 2!),000.

Student's Reapportionment Bill
On Way To Council Passage?
PERFORMING at 8:15 p.m. Sunday In Ih. ballroom will bs tho Romsros.s
Shown. Itft to right, ars Celsndonto Romero and hU ton. Colin. Pop*, and Anqol.

Guitar-Playing Romeros
To Perform Sunday In Union
"The Royal Family of the Guitar," the Romeros will perform at
8:15 p.m. Sunday in the ballroom.
Time Magazine has described
Coledonio Romero and his sons,
Celin, Pope, and Angel, as being
"indisputably one of the best guitar ensembles around."

Rush Registration
Continues In Union
Registration for Interfraternity
Council formal spring rush began
yesterday and will continue today
from 2:30 to 5:30 p.m. and tomorrow from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. on the
third floor of the Union.
To be eligible for rush, the prospective rushec must have a minimum grade point average of a
2.0 from the previous semester or
a 2.0 accumulative grade average.

Mr. Romero gave his sons their
first guitars when they were threeycars-old and had the boys performing in the concert hnll by the
time they were 11. Four years ago,
an American studying in Spain
with Mr. Romero persuaded the
family to move to California. The
ensemble plays a generous sampling of classical music for the
guitar including Galilei, Bach, and
Sanz.
Tickets are now on sale in the
lobby of the Union.
Ths Reqiilrar's Office notlfiod
Mcond ssmsstsr Mnlors today thai
thsy should pick up application
forms noxt week for Juno graduation.
The forms, which all seniors must
fill out and submit to bo gradual
•d, ars otaliable In Room 110 of
Ihs Administration Bldg.

Has Student Council come to a decision on reapportionment? A reapportionment amendment to the constitution was
proposed at the Student Council meeting Jan. 21 by the committee on reapportionment headed by Jack Maker, junior class
president. Discussion was in favor of the amendment at the
close of the meeting.
The amendment reads:
Realizing that a more responsible and enlarged Student
Council at Bowling Green is necessary for adequate representation,
Article V, Section 1 should be
changed to read as follows:
"The Student Council shall consist of the following students: The
President, Vice-Prcsident, Secretary, and Treasurer of the Student
Body; the presidents of the Panhellcnic Council, the Interfraternity Council, the Association of
Women Students, the Men's InterResidence Hall Council, the Senior
Class, the Junior Class, the Sophomore Class, and the Freshman
Class; one elected representative
per upperclass dormitory; three representatives each for the Senior,
Junior, and Sophomore classes;
and two women and two men from
the Freshman Class. In addition, a

Ph. D. Program Planned

Regents OK $3.4 Million Biology Complex
By BANDY KETCHAM
Nows Rsportsr

The University will have
a new $3.4 million biology
building by September, 1966,
according to estimates given
to members of the biology department building committee.
This building will be one of five
buildings that will eventually comprise a science complex located in
the area bounded by Ridge Street
and Merry Street, west of Overman Hall, according to Dr. Ernest
S. Hamilton, associate professor of
biology and member of the building committee.

DB. I. D. OWEN

f:

Dr. Jerome Rumored
Next UM President
A??!
«T *. By College Publication
By JOHN LOVE
Nows Editor

International Business
Added To Curriculum
An international business program will soon be added to the
College of Business Administration
curriculum.
"The purpose of the international business program will be
to develop in students a sensitivity to problems American
businessmen encounter while expanding their operations to an international scale.
"Ours is increasingly becoming
a 'multi-national' economy and
future business executives will
need a sufficient knowledge of
this complex and rapidly changing
field," said William F. Schmeltz,
dean of the College of Business
Administration.
The faculty development phase,
which sends professors to various
parts of the world to engage in
counsulting and study activities,
has already begun. Dr. B.D.
Owens, assistant professor of business administration, flew to Switzerland to begin work in international finance.
"The experience our faculty will
receive under the development
phase, combined with their fine
academic preparation will make
them second to none as instructors in their specialized fields,"
said Dean Schmeltz.
The University program, one
of only a few in the country, is
receiving
enthusiastic
support

VoL 49. No. 28

"The state appropriated the
funds in two allotments because
of "convenience in appropria-

tions," said Dr. Karl M. Schurr,
assistant professor of biology and
a member of the building committee.
"The first appropriation was
for $2.6 million for the upper four
floors. The other appropriation
was for $800,000 for the bottom
floor, which will be used for
science education," Dr. Schurr
continued.
Dr. Schurr also pointed out that
this money was only for the building and fixed equipment, such as
desks. Loose equipment, including
chairs, microscopes, and other
pieces of laboratory equipment,
are not included in the appropriation, he said.
Bid estimates from contractors
for construction of this building,
which was authorized by the Ohio
Board of Regents a year ago, will

open in March, according to Dr.
Schurr.
"This building is being constructed because of the absolute need
for it," Dr. Carl W. Hallberg, professor of biology and the third
member of the building committee,
commented.
"We can't function adequately
in Moseley Hall anymore," Dr.
Hamilton added.
"There are still things we'll
need. There is no greenhouse or
animal house in the new building,
but this is the first step in fulfilling the needs of the department," Dr. Hallberg said.
He called this "a completely
modern building to teach modern
biology."
The three members of the committee agreed that the proposed
building will greatly benefit both

students and faculty.
Dr. Hallberg added that the
structure would make it possible
to handle more graduate student
research as well as undergraduate
and faculty research.
"A new library, this building,
and modern equipment will give
us an opportunity to offer a Ph.D.
in biology," Dr. Schurr stated.
A major job of this three-man
building committe has been to
justify the need for a new biology
building, such as by citing projected enrollment figures in comparison with available space in
Moseley Hall, according to Dr.
Schurr.
Dr. Hallberg said another function of the committee was to
"maintain a liaison between the
biology department staff, the architects, and the administration."

gtudent

muy

,lllalify

foi. only one

position on Student Council as
above listed, to take full advantage
of the Increased representation on
Student Council.
An amendment u> the amendment was proposed by Roger Spaetler. representative from Omicron
Delta Kappa, nun's leadership
honorary society* Spaeiler proposed that the Association of Women Students and Men's InterResidence Hall Council he deleted
from the proposed amendment.
Dual representation on Student
Council was given by Spaeder is
the reason for the omission of
the.se groups.
Baker defended his proposed
amendment saying that other
groups "a Student Council represent more than one group, linker
feels this is the best compromise
Student Council could come to at
the present time.
"Why is dual representation
such a problem?" Jack Mauger,
senior representative asked. "In
the U.S. Senate each state must
he equally represented because of
different interests. Some are farm
states and some are industrial. Is
there that much difference of opinion on this campus? I don't think
so. Issues involve the student body
in general. Greek opinion and the
independent opinion don't differ
that much. The AWS president has
always done a competent job on
Student Council and she should
stay on."
Judith Hediiar. secretary of Student Council, backed Mauger's
statement saying: that if Student
Council eliminated all dual representation only the president would
remain on Student Council, since
he represents the entire student
body.
Spaeder's amendment to the
reapportionment amendment was
defeated by a majority vote.
If the amendment as proposed
by Baker passes three role call
votes at three consecutive meetings
it will become a formal amendment to the constiution.
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In Our Opinion . ..

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

Unlimited Cuts? Wait And See
For those students, and the number is probably a majority, who read with special interest the news that Faculty Senate had approved an unlimited cuts proposal for 300 and 400
level courses, may we inject a note of caution or even skepticismThe entire new absence regulations system does not measure up to whrft it seems to be.
For one thing, it does not stand for an absolute number
of allowed absences, but rather absolute authority of the individual faculty member to set his own class attendance policy.
Faculty Senate has approved a proposal which allows "unlimited cuts" but at the same time stipulates that the course
instructor has the right to base part of the student's grade on
his class attendance.
Thus, the new proposal achieves one goal, that of unlimited absences and its companion of unlimited student responsibility, and then eliminates it in the same statement.
How can there be unlimited absences when the new regulation clearly states that instructors can set "class participation" as a factor for the determination of the course grade?
What is there to keep a misguided professor from defining
class partcipation to mean complete student attendance for
every lecture that he gives during the semester?
President Jerome called the unlimited absence rule "step
number one in giving creativity to an academic climate in
which the student will recognize that education is the responsibility of himself as an individual and not a spoon-fed process."
And the News agrees that this could have been the case if
it were not for the faculty's added freedom to use the grade
to force attendance.
Faculty Senate, for reasons found only in speculation,
took an unadorned bill from Student Council which proposed
unlimited absences in .'500 and 400 level classes. Then they

A Good Compromise
In President Lyndon Johnson's "Great Society," education will play a key role. And in constructing that society,
federal aid will be needed. Hut if this aid is to be granted,
a practical and fair solution to the problem of federal aid to
non-public and religious-supported schools must be found.
"Clearly Unconstitutional." That is how John F. Kennedy
termed direct federal aid to parochial schools, lie stuck to his
guns when this stand was criticized by the hierarchy of the
Church to which he belonged.
It was this stubborn resistance to grant aid to private
schools that brought the defeat to the two main bills he
offered to provide federal aid to education.
Both his $2.3 billion (1961) and $1.6 billion (1963) federal aid to education programs failed to enter reality. The late
President had made a grave practical mistake: I be complete
exclusion of aid to non-public elementary and secondary
schools
John Kennedy's arguments were sound, however, only
when federal aid to education was clearly supporting the instruction of religion in private schools. It would seem against
the constitution, for example, to provide federal funds to aid
the construction of parochial school buildings since a specific
religion would be taught within those walls.
But if aid to private schools is ignored, as in previous
bills, the private groups lobby to block federal aid
proposals to even public education.
President Johnson, the man with great faith in the almighty compromise, has offered a good solution to the conflict. It is a solution that John Kennedy refused to provide, a
solution which most likely will find support from the Roman
Catholic hierarchy, the very same group which spelled doom
to the Kennedy administration bills to aid education.
The present Administration's $1.6 billion aid-to-education
bill is now in Congressional committees and will probably be
up for approval before that legislative body next month. It
provides aid to public AND private schools in such a way as to
avoid constitutional questions of aiding a religion.
The new bill will grant parochial schools the right to use
government-supported educational television for classroom instruction. And it will provide standard texts books, the same
ones given to public schools, to private schools. The texts, of
course, will not include the instruction of a specific religion.
The idea in mind is to aid the nearly 10,400,000 students
who attend parochial elementary and secondary schools without supporting the instruction of religion in those schools.
The educational needs of our society are great, and we can
not ignore the needs of private as well as public educational
institutions. The needs demand that we meet and solve constutional barriers to federal aid to education.
The new bill seems to have performed this difficult task.
May we simply add, well done.
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adorned it with faculty grading powers to limit absences, and
they all but destroyed the original proposal.
Certainly, the Senate could have passed the simple unlimited absence measure and been done with it. Why did they
tamper and thus destroy.
We believe that it should be the students' responsibility
to make their own decisions on class attendance, regardless of
what the instructor would define as "adaquate class participation." Such decision making fosters maturity and distinguishes
those students who are here to learn and create.
But we maintain with equal conviction that since under
the new regulations the faculty can use its grading power to
set up their own attendance regulation, the whole purpose of
the unlimited absence idea could be lostIt is our belief that faculty members should not have the
power to use the grade in this manner. The performance of
the student when his knowlege is tested, and not his class attendance, should be the sole criterian for grading. Furthermore, it should be obvious that interesting and informative
lectures really need no extra force to boost attendance.
Since the regulation is on the books for next semester,
however, it will be up to the individual faculty members to
eliminate any methods to force class attendance. And we hope
they do just that.
JOHW LOVE
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1st In A Series

Faculty, Students Speak Out
EDITOR'S NOTE: Thli U the first of a
fly* part serlsa (or which wo hay*
aiked (IT* tludonlt and (IT* (acuity
membiri to submit on* arllclo to b*
printed In th* Newi. Wo have a*ked
th* (acuity to •valute th* itudenta at
th* University and th* student* to evaluate th* faculty. The sole purpose of
these student lacully columns Is to pro
vide a means of communication be
lw**n th* two groups.

Not Satisfied
By DR. MAURICE MANDELL
Profeuor of Bus. Ad.
To begin with, I believe we hiive
us good raw material in our student body ns any school. Yet, I
urn not satisfied—and at times I
urn disappointed in our students.
I must hasten to point out. however, that I cannot attribute all
the blame for what I consider
their shortcomings to the students
themselves, for 1 consider that the
faculty a well as the students have
a responsibility in what I find so
disturbing;.
What disturbs me is that we
have among too many of our students a popular Image which is
anti - academic, anti - intellectual,
and anti-cultural "man." For too
many, a man is not "with it" if he
is interested in scholarship, important issues of the day, or the
urts. Now I can not believe that
many of our students can really
feel this way, for they are highly
intelligent and truly eager to improve themselves and the world in
which they live. But thcro is this
attitude which prevails and which
perpetuates itself.
As I get older I must constantly
remind myself that there is a
time for seriousness and a time
for fun. (Any time I feel myself
trctting too stuffy. 1 remember
th< goldfish swallowing rage of
my own times and think that it
still managed to produce a pretty
good generation. After all, it produced many of the current faculty!) My only alarm is with a
sense of proportion. If we can get
a balance between seriousness of
purpose and fun for fun's sake,
we have no problems.
Still, 1 cannot see that the University enn justify spending the
taxpayers' dollar for anything
other than its designated purpose
-education. This need not be inconsistent with a time for fun. I like
a good time as much as the next
fellow. But I can also achieve real
joy and satisfaction and have a
wonderful time from research and
writing, from a discussion of current issues, from listening to a
piano recital.
We can be fraternity men, yet
still use this vehicle of brotherhood
and the fraternity house to develop
our social awareness and cultural
appetite. We can sit in the Nest
and relax over a cup of coffee and
still have the conversation rise
above last night's date. We can
stop to see the professor after
class or in his office to learn more
about the subject; not to tell him
we need a certain grade. (Incidentally, the former is the best
way I know to get that grade!)
Perhaps the problem results
largely from the relation of
faculty and students (or the lack
of one). While there are some of
each who have bridged the gap
between them, for the majority of
both groups there arc two separate worlds. Without pointing the
finger of blame at either group
for this situation (if I did I could
not be sure which was the more
guilty), I do urge students to seek
due remedy.
Our greatest asset at this University is the student body. It is

us fine as you would find anywhere. What it achieves from its
four yeurs here is up to the students. It is your education, your
future. It is your move!

Students Arise
By PAM DOERRER
S*nlor In Education
Students, arise! Now is our
chance to say publicly ull of those
gripes which we have previously
only mumbled among ourselves.
Now is our chance to give our
opinions of our faculty!
Without a doubt, we have a very
high caliber faculty, based on the
percentage of doctorates represented. A large number of our
faculty ure contributing not only
to the education of B.G. students
but. at the same time, are carrying on valuable studies which may
have far greater significance. We
ure all proud of the successes of
these faculty members.
But. in many cases, this knowledge is lost upon us "apathetic"
students. Maybe a few of the
most interested students will be
greatly enhanced by the knowledge of these superior professors,
but what about the rest of us, the
average student who enters a
class with a dormant interest? We
go to the class for the first time,
prepared to get a fresh start ami

do our best, but after one or two
lecture*; we are back in our regular
routine of simply doing assignments and attending classes. Our
desire is stifled.
Why is this? A good part of
the reason lies with our faculty.
We student! are only human and
we, too, have our shortcomings.
True, we come to college for an
education, but we put our time
where our biggest interests lie. If
our faculty cannot or will not take
advantage of this characteristic
in us, our interests go elsewhere.
The fuculty has no sympathy for
us because we are just lazy apathetic students. It does not usually occur to anyone that this apathy
on our part could have been bred
by the faculty itself.
We pay these people to teach
us, to contribute to our education
by means of their extensive knowledge. But what good is this knowledge when it cannot be communicated to those of us less well
acquainted with the subjects?
What good is it when the professor
does not have the ability to stimulate, to motivate his students
into wanting to learn his subject.
Assuredly, this motivation does
not come from listening to a lecture which is read straight
through, never changing from
class to class, from year to year.

It docs not come from listening
to a professor read from the text.
It does not come from forcing
oneself to stay awake to the tune
of u low monotone voice rambling
on for fifty minutes. It does not
come from being made to feel
guilty for asking a question, for
chewing gum in class, for asking
for help.
We huve all experienced courses
in which our interest is held high
throughout un entire semester.
These are the courses to which we
willingly devote our time doing
extra work because we are interested, and we know that we are
getting worthwile results. These
courses are always taught by faculty members who are interested
in their students. They want to
know our opinions; they hold stimulating discussions with us; they
suggest possible outside study for
Interested students; they know
tluir students and care whether
they lenrn.
It seems as if a professor in
this category is much more valuable as a teacher than the most
highly educated faculty member
who cannot communicate his knowledge or will not concern himself
with his students. And most of us
students will agree that we have
too large a number of the latter
on this campus.

VISIT YOUR OFF-CAMPUS
BOOK STORE

Student Book
Exchange
530 E. Wooster St.

NEW

BOOKS USED
SBX has:

• All required texts for BGSU courses

• Approved art and engineering supplies
• BGSU sweatshirts and mascots (largest
selection in town)
• Complete line of school supplies and
materials
WE BUY YOUR USED BOOKS!
HIGHEST CASH PRICES FOR YOUR TEXT BOOKS EVERY DAYI

"For All The Students, All The Time"
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Colorful Jamaica-A Land United
By CEORGIANA SHEERS
Nows Reporter
"Out of many-one people." reads the motto of
the country of Jamaica. It \» one that members of
the University Collegiate Chorale will quickly affirm
after their tour there during semester break. They
found a wide variety of people living together with
prejudice virtually nonexistent.
"It was great!" exclaimed junior Ann Clapper.
"The people were to friendly and so interested in
everything we did. They went out of their way to
entertain us; they were the most hospitable people
1 have ever met."
The Chorale (rave two concerts at the State
Theatre in Kingston, capital of Jamica. where they
also sang at the University of the West Indies,
and at Kingston College, a high school for men. The
latter has an internationally famous men's choir,
which in turn sang for the Chorale.

MEMBERS OF THE COLLEGIATE CHORALE <n. »hown
In conctrt at Mand««illt High School in MandovUI*. lamed-

ca. Tho Choral* alio look part In a memorial church
ir-rrice honoring Ih. lot* Wlnilon Churchill.
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While in Mniidevillc, a town located near Kingston, the Chorale took part in a memorial church
service in honor of the late Winston Churchill.
A Jamaican newspaper called the Chorale "accomplished and well-trained" in reference to their
performances at the State Theatre. It stated, "Unlike
our own choirs and most of those in Britain, whence
we derive our choral traditions, they do not confine
themselves within a circumscribed limit of period or
style. Their programs encompass almost every type
of writing from plain sonjr to 'pop' and are thus defigned to include the listener who is inclined to shy
away from programs built only on music that
breathes an odor of historical or artistic sanctity."
The paper called Dr. Kiora Contino, chorale director, "a musician whose strongest asset is her cons stint rhythmic sense. Her abilities as a choral
trainer are beyond question."
Kon Neita, a chorale member from Jamaica suggeatod the tour to Dr. Contino when he learned that
a similar trip had been scheduled to Miami, Florida.
Ncita wrote to the Jamaican embassy in Washing-

ton, D.C., and soon the chorale received an official
invitation to sing from the Jamaican government.
The tOUr was to be sponsored by the American Uni.
vanities' Graduates Association, an organization of
Jamaicans who graduated from universities in the
United States.
Throughout the entile lour the students were
impressed by the friendliness and hospitality of the
people they met. They were entertained lavishly by
government officials who opened their homes to them.
Movies of their tour through the home of the (loverItor General were shown on Jamaican television.
Instead of living in college dormitories or in
hotel-, the students stayed in the homes of the
people themselves, where they were treated as members of the family, and were considered by the Jamaicans as their "children."
Junior Carol Dcnnison stated, "They considered
us their guests, and actually seemed offended if any
of us offered to help with the work. In other words,
we were spoiled."
James Brown, a senior, felt that the people
were "sonic of the friendliest and most hospitable in
the world. They were quite different from Americans."
The Jamaicans, in turn, were favorably impressed
with the Howling Green students. At a party at the
Institute of Art and Technology, they were given the
opportunity to meet and talk to a number of Jamaican students. "Until they met us. they though! Anier,
leans were all snobs," stated Jack Slivka.
The sentiments of the entire group could perhaps be best summariiod by sophomore chorale member, David Casael, who stated. "Everyone who took
the tour will agree on the friendliness of the people,
not just of the government officials, but of 'Joe Average' who might be silling next to you on the bus.
Their way of life seems so much easier than ours.
There's no mad rush to gel places. It's the closest
thing to a ulopia thai I've ever teen."
The chorale will present a concert Feb. ^S using
the same program given on its Jamaican tour.

\
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BUSSES WERE CHARTERED to transport the C0lle9.aU
Choral* on their tour in Jamaica. Boarding the) but for
Mandeville to give a concert at Ihe high school are

several members of the chorale. The group also gave concent a: the University of the West Indict and at Kingston
CoKege.

COMMISSIONER OF KINGSTON C. L. Bird speaks with
Virgin a Slmonton and Dr. Flora Contino In hit office. The
commlsslonershlp In Jamaica is comparable to mayorship in

the United States. Seated and standing with Commissioner
Bird are other city officials.

VISIT YOUR OFF-CAMPUS
THE ENTIRE GROUP from Bowling Green stood for a
photograph on the steps of the Governor of Jamaica's home

with the governor. Movies of the Chorale's tours through
the governor's home were shown on television in Jamaica.

BOOK STORES

Bee Gee
Book Store
Across From Harshman

AN UNUSUAL WELCOME was given the Bowling Green group when they
arrived at the Kingston Airport. Pam Yeager, left, and Jack Boudrow tetl tome
of the fro* rum given to all Island visitors upon arrival. Rum it Jamaica! national drink.

ENJOYING the beach at Dunn't
Rixer Falls are Ron McCreary. left,
Linda Shafor, and H. G. Whyte, sec
retary of the sponsoring group.
Photographs Courtesy of Ron Gargass and Jack Frott.

NEW

BOOKS

USED

Bee Gee Book Store has:
• All required texts for BGSU courses

The 1965 Collegiate

Folk Festival

MARCH 5-6
UNIVERSITY OF
NOTRE DAME
Write for Information
and Applications to:

CFF
RESIDENTS of Kingston were told of the Choral* in the business section of
Ihe city by billboards such at the on* pictured above.

Box 306 Alumni
Notre Dame, Indiana

• Approved art and engineering supplies
• BGSU sweatshirts and mascots
(largest selection in town)
• Complete line of school supplies
and materials.
We Buy Your Used Books!
Highest Cash Prices For Your Text Books Every Day!

Tor All The Students, All The Time"
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THE CLOTHES RACK
ANNOUNCES
The opening of our second traditional store for
Men and Women at Bowling Green State University

USE
OUR
LAY-AWAY

Now we are even better able to serve you with such outstanding traditional clothing and sportswear lines as the following and many others all
of which you may find within our Ivy Halls.
We welcome you to stop in and browse through the store, now completely
stocked with many outstanding spring selection, purchased with you in
mind.
FOR MEN

FOR WOMEN

GANT SHIRT MAKERS
CRICKETTER CLOTHING
LORD JEFF SWEATERS
HIS SPORTSWEAR
DEXTER SHOES
SUNSTATE FASHIONS
HARNESS HOWE LEATHERS
HAGGER SLACKS
GORDON -FORN FASHIONS
ENGLISH LEATHER COLOGNES

LADY GANT SHIRTS
OLD COLONY SPORTSWEAR
ROSE MARIE REID SWIMWEAR
HANES HOSIERY
JOHN MEYOR OF NORWICH
COTTON PICKOR SHIRTS
BANNER SPORTSWEAR
MAIDENFORM
SPANDLER OF BOSTON SHOES
AUSTON-HILL SPORTSWEAR

THE CLOTHES RACK, INC.
Traditional Outfitters of Discriminating
Men and Women
EAST

WEST

ACROSS FROM HARSHMAN

ACROSS FROM FOUNDERS
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Tankers Take

7th Win, 76-18
Western Ontario's tankers became the seventh victim in the Falcons determined drive toward a
winning season. The invaders
from north of the border could
only capture one first place as
the progressively improving Falcons took the other 10 events on
their way to a one-sided 76-18
victory over their non- conference
neighbors from the north.
Bowling Green's Bob Leuten
won two events and broke one of
his own varsity records in the process. Leuten broke his own varsity record in the 200-yard freestyle with a time of 2:56.8, which
is one-tenth of a second better
than his previous record for that
distance. Leuten also took first
place honors with a time of 2:18.0
in the 200-yard butterfly.
The victory was the third
straight for coach Tom Stubbs'
tankers as they had downed both
Loyola of Chicago 68-27 and Ball
State 60-34 in non-conference action last month.
These victories boost the Falcons record to 7-2 for the season
so far.

All Campus Dance
Friday Feb. 12
at the

RATHSKELLER
8-12 P.M. with
Music by the

'NEUROTICS'
ATTEND

The
First Annual Sig-Ep
AUT\-" MILITARY
BALL" BALL
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"Hot" Episode KO's BG
Falcon Forum

Kent Out-Flashes Falcons, 77-67
By LARRY DONALD
N.wi Sporti Write
KENT, 0.—When an epitaph is written on Warren
Scholler's career as a basketball coach at Bowling Green,
it will have to recall the 196465 basketball season as one of
the greatest dramas ever performed on the stage, or in this case
the basketball court.
The latest chapter in the Falcon theatrical special, written here
Wednesday night as the Falcons
dropped a 77-67 verdict to Kent
State, involved such ingredients
as violence, controversy, and melodrama.
The entire plot revolved around
the violent scene which occurred
late in the second half with the
score tied at 60-66. At this point
Kent's Doug Sims leaped high into the air to tip in a stray shot
from the field, but before anyone
had a chance to focus their attention on the ball or Sims, Bowling
Green's Sam Minis and Kent's
Fred Albrecht were laying on the
floor exchanging punches.
Both benches emptied, immediately, but no more blows were exchanged and Minis was banished
from the game. However, instead
of removing Albrecht also, referee
Stan Orzech awarded him two free
throws in addition to Sim's shot
which rolled in during the meelee.
Later he explained this saying
he saw only Mims on top of Albrecht, punching him. "When I
came down the floor all I could
see was the Bowling Green boy
hitting the other player. The other
boy was not returning punches, so
I called a flagarent foul on Minis
and banished him from the game."
However, this story didn't tally
with the accounts given by the
two players. Speaking after the
game, both players said Albrecht
had swung back at Mims, and high-

jumping Sam exposed a split lip
to prove it. "We were talking and
then he gave me an elbow right
in the mouth, and then it all started," said Mims. "I'm really very
sorry that this all happened."
Albrecht admitted hitting the
Bowling Green sophomore, but
said he had done so only after
Mims started swinging at him.
"Mims said something to me and
I told him to relax," commented
Albrecht. "The official (Oriech)
was standing five feet away when
it all started and only a couple of
seconds before, told us both to
calm down, but suddenly this guy
starts swinging at me and the
whole thing broke loose."
Albrecht, despite receiving the
official's blessing U being an innocent victim still paid the slight
price of one well loosened tooth.
The fight broke loose with only
1:36 remaining and after it was all
finished Bowling Green's back was
broken. The Falcons despite leading most of the way were never
able to regroup and Kent went on
to score nine points in the remaining time and won handily.
John Provost, the long awaited
junior, who hasn't played in a regulation game for six semesters
gave coach Scholler visions of
what might have been, with 16

Jay Cunningham Signs
With Boston Patriots
Jay Cunningham, Falcon gridiron star for the past three year.-.
has signed to play for the Boston
Patriots of the American Football

League.

The sturdy, speedy halfback who
nolds the University records for
most points (1M) and most touchdowns (23) in a career received a
bonus of several thousanu dollars
and a one year contract worth
$11,000.
Boston plans to use him in the
defensive backfield.

"what can
my job be
at IBM?'

points to lead the BG attack.
Leading scorer Bob Dwors chipped
in 1-1 and Nick Aloi added 13.
Wilson Graham led the Kent
attack with 20 points.
SCORE
BOWLING GREEN—Dwon 5 4 14:
Rlnlcalla 3 0 6: Mimi 0-2-2: Alol 4 513:
Proroit 7-2-lB: Von Popp.1 3-1-7: Tow
244: B*hm 0-2 2: Rot. 113.
TOTALS 25 17 67.
KENT STATE— Albr.chl 5 6 16: Slmi
1-9-11: Curry 4-2-10: Graham 7-S-20:
Schlck 4-1-9; Saanor 3 2-8: Santo! 1-1-3.
TOTALS 25 27-77.
Halltlm*: Bowling GrMn 42-41.
AU candidate Int«m1«d In trash-1
man or vanity lacroue. who mined <
th» Initial matting, should contact \
Coach Mlclc.y Cochran. in the
Men's Gym.
All candidate! for th* vanity and
fr«shm*n tennis liami will meet In *
103 Mini Gym Monday. F.b. 15 \
at 4 p.m.

Wrestlers Win 2
The varsity
wrestlers hove
brought their season record to
7-:i-i by defeating Eastern Michigan University 18-11 and Western
Ontario 28-.r>. while losing to Ball
State 17-1(1.
The Falcons will try to down
some Rockets in Toledo at 2 p.m.
this Saturday, Feb. 13, in what
Coach Bellard expects to be a
close match. He said, "If all the
wrestlers have a Mod day at the
-Mine time we'll do well" against
a team which was defeated only
by Miami. The yearling grapplers
will look for their third .straight
win against the Toledo freshmen
on Saturday with neither squad
being defeated.

Walter Gansser Elected
New Hockey Coach
Walter Gansser has bean elected
player-coach of the University
hockey team for the remainder of
the 1!HM-Ii5 season, announced
Samuel M. Cooper, chairman of
the health and physical education
department.
The election was made at the
meeting of the Hockey Club, Jan.
20.
Qanaser's election became necessary when Gordon Morris, organizer and player-coach of tho
team since its inception, graduated in Jnnunry.
The Falcon hockey team will
journey to Oberlin this weekend
for two important games. The
stickmen will face Oberlin on Saturday, and Western Reserve on
Sunday.
Last Saturday the Falcon team
dropped an 8-1 decision to Toledo
at the Toledo Sports Arena.

Provost's Eligibility
Pleases Scholler
By GEORGE BRAATZ
(raws Sport! Editor
Three new face.-, will appear in Anderson Arena tomorrow
evening when the Falcons encounter the Huskies of Northern
Illinois in a non-league basketball game.
John Provost, Dan Lover, and Tom Hancock have been
declared eligible for the second semester. They were in uniform for the Kent State game Wednesday.
Provost, 6,' had been labeled as one of the finest
guards on
this year's team,
but he has never seen any varsity action because of grade problems.
Dan Lover, a C-6, 215-pound
sophomore center, is a transfer
student from Murray State College. He played one semester with
last year's freshman squad, averaging S.l points a game in seven
games. He also connected on 50
per cent of his shots during these
games.
Another transfer student, Tom
Hancock, is a 6-3 sophomore
guard. He comes to the University
from Michigan State University.
While playing with the Glenhard
West Hilltoppers in Illinois, Tom
received all-conference and allcounty recognition.
Coach Warren Scholler was especially pleased to have Provost
IOHN PROVOST
join the team. "He will help us a
lot in the backcourt—in both scorni affairs, likes to brag that he
ing and playmaking."
has one of the best alumni basket
With the 1901-02 freshman
ball teams in the nation. At least
squad,
Provost nvcraged 11.8
four former all-Amcricans are
points a game through 12 contests.
expected to be on hand.
He is now a junior.
Wyndol Gray, a 1945 all-AmeriHill Mnsonia, a 6-7 center, who
can, and 7-foot Don (Sid) Otten,
would also have been eligible to
who played on the I'.i I 1-15-46
play this semester, did not receive
National Invitational Tournament
a high enough grade average to
teams, will appear,
be able to compete.
Jimmy Harrow, holder of many
Fraihman-Alumnl Baiketball Game
Bowling Green records, probably
An alumni basketball team will
will be the alumni's chief threat.
oppose Bob Conibenr's outstanding
The I960 all-American is averagfreshman squad in the preliminary
ing 20.8 points per game in the
gamo tomorrow evening.
North-American professional leaJames K. Hof, director of alumgue.

Tom Kisselle, Ex-Falcon End,
Named Assistant Grid Coach
Tom Kisselle, an all Mid-American Conference end at
Rowling Green State University during the 1053 to 1955 era,
was named assistant football coach to fill the vacancy created
by the elevation of Bob Gibson to head coach, Athletic Director Harold Anderson has announced.
Mr- Kisselle, who was athletic director and head football
coach at Streetsboro High
School until his resignation,

5 FULLTIME BARBERS
TO SERVE YOU

In IBM Data Processing, your job can be full of variety.
Especially when you consider all the ways computers are
used.
As an IBM Data Processing Systems Engineer, you would
be helping customers get the most from their computers.
They could be customers in science, government, education, defense, industry, or business. You might even specialize in one field.
Or, as an IBM Data Processing Representative, you would
present to customer executives your ideas for doing their
work better with computers. Your own imagination and
initiative are the limits of what you can accomplish in
marketing IBM products.
If you are working toward a degree—in Liberal Arts, Engineering, the Sciences, or Business Administration—find
out what IBM can offer you in the way of achievement.
Thorough training at special IBM schools will prepare you
for work in either Systems Engineering or Marketing.
See your college placement officer for literature on these
careers—and make an appointment with our interviewers. IBM is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

If you cannot attend the interviews, write or visit the
nearest IBM sales office.

In an ultra-modern shop, using
the latest equipment
LOOK SHARPI FEEL SHARPI BE SHARPI

All Types of Haircuts
'We Specialize in Princeton Cuts'
Facials

Tonics

Service Barber Shop
Fr»» Parking
In Bear

426 E. Woosler

On* Block
From Campus

"Experience counts when it comes to Barberlng,
one trip will convince you."

graduated from Bowling Green in
1966, then returned in I!i58 to
earn his master's degree.
Before taking the Strcotsboro
position, he was an assistant conch
at both Western Michigan University and Kent State University.
Karlier, he served as an assistant
coach at Mentor High School.
After graduation in 1966, lie
spent two years in the Marine
Corps and played football for
Quantico. In addition, he was line
coach for the Third Marine Division in the Far East Command on
Okinawa.
While playing with the Falcons,
he caught a total of T.\ passes for
'Hit) yards and six touchdowns in
three seasons. In both his junior
nnd senior years he was a second
team all-MAC selection.
He played high school football
at Bay Village High School.
Tho newest addition to the
coaching staff is 30 years old and
married to the former Judy Tieman who is also a graduate of
Bowling Green Stnto University.
The Kisselles have one child.

MADRAS, MADRAS, MADRAS
WE HAVE IT
Blouses, Bermudas, Cullottes,

A. E. Braun, Branch Mgr.
1812 Madison Ave.
Toledo, Ohio 43624

Ascots, Belts, Scarfs, and Purses

IBlVl

at

DATA PROCESSING

IJte Powde* P*4t
"The Biggest Little Department Store Near Campus"

Weet of McDonald Quad.

North of U.C.F.
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'Students' Attitude Allowing
Increased Vandalism Rate
"Vandalism is increasing
with each now semester at the
University, mainly due to the
apathetic attitude taken at
the damage by the student
body, according to A.J. Galbraith, assistant chief security
officer.
One <>f the current problems
confronting the campus police is
the damage dona to student*' and
faculty automobile! parked in the
open lots on campus.
Last month 46 complaints were
received by the police department.
Most of the complaints were legally concerned with petty larceny, hut several were termed
grand larceny (over $60).
"The automobile problem seems
lo be worse when a vacation draws
near or on Ki idny and .Saturday
niirhts throughout the year. .Students, usually under the influence
of alcohol, try to gnther attention and praise from their friends
by showing their 'courage' in
smashing tail lights, outside mir-

mrs and snapping antennas," said
Mr. Galbraith.
Most of the damage to automobiles occurs in the larger parking
areas where patrolling is more difficult.
The police cannot be blamed for
the destruction by immature and
irresponsible students who have
no respect for someone else." Mr.
(inlbraith said.
He continued: "The student who
witnesses such an act of vandalism
i< apathetic concerning what he
should do. We need to educate our
.students so they will try to halt
such destruction.
"lty not reporting the incident,
the student is indirectly hurting
himself, and at the same time not
helping the actual vandal who will
continue to do the same act time
and attain because he can get away
with it and obtain recognition
from his friends. "Remember, the
same thing could happen to you
in the future, and then you'll won.
der why no one reported the incident."

Ace Pilot To Address
Air Force ROTC Cadets
One of World War II's most decorated combat pilots, Col. Peter
H. DeLonga( will deliver an address to the AFROTC cadet wing
Feb. g4.
His topic will in- "Tin' Present'
Hay Modern Air Force."
Stationed in Knirlund from
March through August, 1949, he
WILS a Squadron Operations Officer during the Berlin Airlift, lie
served in Germany from July,
1952 through December, 1968.
Prom 1954 through 1958, Col. DeLonga was stationed at Headquar.
tars, I's Air Force, Washington,
!>.('.. then went to Inirlcwood, Cnl.,
whore he was director of logistics
at the Ballistic Missiles Center.
In April. 1962, t'ol. DeLonga
became chief of material and technology, at the Ballistic Milliles
i'enter. Los Anireles, and in August 1962, became chief of require*

ments division, in the Directorate
of Supply at Headquarters, Air
Force Logistics Command, WrightPatterson AFB, Ohio.
A veteran of 86 combat missions, Col. 11. I, .II.':I was awarded
the Distinguished Flying Cross
and the Air Medal with two Oak
Leaf Clusters while serving in
the China - llurma - India Theater
from September 1944, through
September , 1945.
Force Commendation Medal.
The 11 n.m. address will be presented in the main auditorium.

Trustee Retires

Applications must be returned
by Monday, to the Student Spirit
and Traditions Hoard, Alumni
House.

Woodring Talks To Graduates
As 311 Students Get Degrees
A total of 254 undergraduate
and 57 graduste degrees were conferred by President William T.
Jerome at the University's midyear commencement exercises Jan.
30. The number of degrees was
approximately 60 more than last
year.
Or. Paul D. Woodring, interim
president of Western Washington
State College and education editor
of the "Saturday Review," was
the speaker. Dr. Woodring, a
I1GSU alumnus, discussed "Dilemmas Facing Higher Education"
and was presented with an honorary doctor of humanities degree.
Martha Kay Orsborn, a Troy, O.
English and Spanish major, was
graduated summa cum laude. The
thirty-fourth person to graduate
Minima cum laude in University

history, Miss Orsborn maintained
a 3.96 accumulative average in
her four years.
Other honors were presented to
Margaret F. Nye, Napoleon, O.,
who graduated magna cum laude,
and to Donald L. DeMarco, Euclid,
and Elaine Jacobs, Owego, N.Y.,
who both earned cum laude ranking. Dean William F. Schmeltz of
the College of Business Administration conferred 36 degrees while
Dean Archie II. Jones of the College of Liberal Arts presented 39
candidates for degrees.
The College of Education had
174 graduating seniors and was
represented by its dean. William
K. Harrington. Dean Lloyd A.
Helms of the Graduate School presented both master degree and
special degree candidates.

Juniors, Seniors ...

e Sales Management
• Sales Promotion

Northgate Lounge

Join Vick Chemical Company's Program- for Career
Development this summer. Schedule a campus interview
with the company representatives now.
Bowling Gr»n Stale University's retired Board of TruslMt member, Alra
W. Bachman, was honored at a dinner
Ian. 25 at Pom • fUilaurant. Mr. Bachman wan a mayor, attorney, teacher,
and member of the Board for 20 year*.

wanted!
virile men who
wish to earn
$5.00 apiece
The makers of By George!
Men's Toiletries will pay

Seniors ... I'ernuinenl employment. Cain extensive experience in all S phases o( marketing.
Juniors ... Slimmer employment. Gel a head start on
your career before graduation. Cain valuable sales and
marketing experience.
Hoth programs provide car, good salary and pay all expenses seven days a week.
Contact your I'luceinrnl Director for full details.
Interviews on February 16, 17, 1965

Vick Chemical Company
Manufacturers of Vicks»V3poRub».CoughSyrup,Cough Drops,
Nasal Preparations, Cold Tablets, Lavoris*and Cleatasile.
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

tin- magnificent sum if a
description of your manly
adventure* (aided by the

TODAY
Friday, Feb. 12
NO COVER CHARGE
BRING YOUR GUITAR
BANJO or JUG.

you too Fred!

and Kappa Delta.
Sorority preferences will be
signed from 7 to 8:30 a.m. Friday,
Fob. 19 in the Joe E. Brown Theatre.
Bids will be distributed Saturday afternoon, Feb. 20, according
to Miss Jackie Gribbons, assistant
dean of women.
"Of the 540 women originally
registered for Spring Rush, 355
are still participating," said Miss
Gribbons. "Because they did not
meet the minimum grade average
of 2.2 first semester, 109 women
were withdrawn from rush automatically."

Applications Available
Any junior or senior interested
in becoming a member of the
English honorary society, Sigma
Tau Delta, should submit his name
and campus address to Dr. Giles
Floyd, assoc. prof, of English, by
Friday, Feb. 19. Candidates must
have completed 12 hours of English and have a cumulative grade
average of 3.0 in English.

KLEVERS

JEWELRY STORE
FOR

VALENTINE
GIFTS

Annual Tournament
Scheduled For Unions
The University will send representatives to Central Michigan University this weekend for intercollegiate competition in bowling,
chess, table tennis, bridge, and
billiards.
The occasion ie the annual Region 7 Tournament sponsored by
the Association of College Unions,
which includes colleges and universities in Ohio and Michigan.

A GIFT OF JEWELRY
WILL ALWAYS
BE REMEMBERED

Choose

Charms
Jewelry
or Sil ver

CHURCH

Just a few
suggestions
EACH ARTICLE
WILL BE
GIFT WRAPPED

SHOE

KLEVERS

SHOP

JEWELRY STORE
125 N. Main St.

131 South Main Street

SEGALLS
NEW LOCATION
ACROSS FROM HARSHMAN

Any RED Garmet
Dry Cleaned FREE

George! of course) is published in this or any other
college newspaper.
Tell us your tale in 100

TILL

words or less. Omit the
gory ilel.iils please. Send

STARTING 3:30

Sorority rush will begin to move
into its final stages tonight and
tomorrow as the University women participating in rush attend
semi-theme parties.
These parties, each lasting an
hour and a half, include entertainment which is centered around
a specific theme. Refreshments are
served, and guests at the parties
wear school clothes. Two semitheme parties will be held tonight,
the first from 6 to 7:30 and the
second from 8 to 9:30.
Tomorrow's schedule will begin
in the afternoon as parties will
be held from 1 to 2:30, 3 to 4:30,
and 6:30 to 8.
Invitations for the final parties, the formal desserts, are to
be picked up between 6 and 8
p.m. Sunday, in the Dogwood
and Historical Suites of the
Union. Rushees may accept no
more than three invitations to
these parties. Anyone failing to
pick up or to answer invitations
to these desserts will be dropped
automatically from rush.
Formal Desserts will be held
from 7 to 9 p.m. Tuesday, Feb. 16,
Wednesday, Feb. 17, and Thursday, Feb. 18. Sororities having
their parties Feb. 16 are Alpha
Chi Omega, Alpha Phi, Chi Omega,
and Delta Gamma. Gamma Phi
Beta, Delta Zeta, Phi Mu, and
Alpha Xi Delta will hold their
parties Feb. 17. Sororities having
their parties Feb. 18 are Alpha
Gamma Delta, Alpha Delta Pi,

• Merchandising
• Market Research

persuasive fragrance of By

FOLK SESSION

Sorority Rushees Attend Parties
As Rush Goes Into Final Stages

e Advertising

To Begin Tradition

be considered.

A HOOD WITH BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY'S colors la placed on
the shoulders of Dr. Paul D. Woodring by Dr. Donnal V. Smith, dean o| itudenls
at the mid-year commencement. The hood signifies the Honorary Doctor of Humanities degree, which Dr. Woodrlna received.

Career Opportunities
In All Phases
Of Marketing

Pom-Pom Section
Pom-poms may become Important in next year's athletic events
if a proposed pom-pom section consisting of 75-160 University women
is established.
Applications for all interested
freshman, sophomore, nnd junior
women have been sent to counselors anil SOrorlty presidents by the
Student Spirit and Traditions
Hoard. Four hundred women replied to a campus questionnaire
Indicating interest in the formation of a pom-pom section.
It will be a recognised organization with officers and member* requirements, according to
David Larson, chairman of the
Traditions Hoard.
Women will have to purchase
their own poni-poms and devote
three to four hours per week to
practice. Students" grade* will also

Honorary Degree Awarded

V

it, with permission to
reprint in part or whole,
to By George! Men's
Toiletries, 1290 Avenue of
the Americas, New York,
N.Y. 10019.
Neeil some success to tell
about? See your local
druggist.
By George!

Ask

for

when accompanied by
a like garmet at
regular price.

TONIGHT Showtime!
THRU SAT. 9:30 tM.

—EXAMPLE—

Good Clean Fun . . . Chop Chop!

Red dress or coat
cleaned FREE with
a dress or coat of
any other color

CONNIE STEVENS. DEAN JONES

TWO ON A GUILLOTINE'
Sun., Mon., Tues.
ANN MARGARET

The Pleasure Seekers'

UNIVERSITY BOOK STORE
— In The Union —

SANITARY
DRY CLEANERS
ACROSS FROM HARSHMAN

